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Simplex based Steiner tree instances yield large
integrality gaps for the bidirected cut relaxation
Robert Vicari
Abstract
The bidirected cut relaxation is the characteristic representative of the bidirected relax-
ations (BCR) which are a well-known class of equivalent LP-relaxations for the NP-hard
Steiner Tree Problem in Graphs (STP). Although no general approximation algorithm based
on BCR with an approximation ratio better than 2 for STP is known, it is mostly preferred
in integer programming as an implementation of STP, since there exists a formulation of
compact size, which turns out to be very effective in practice.
It is known that the integrality gap of BCR is at most 2, and a long standing open
question is whether the integrality gap is less than 2 or not. The best lower bound so far
is 36
31
≈ 1.161 proven by Byrka et al. [BGRS13]. Based on the work of Chakrabarty et
al. [CDV11] about embedding STP instances into simplices by considering appropriate dual
formulations, we improve on this result by constructing a new class of instances and showing
that their integrality gaps tend at least to 6
5
= 1.2.
More precisely, we consider the class of equivalent LP-relaxations BCR+, that can be
obtained by strengthening BCR by already known straightforward Steiner vertex degree
constraints, and show that the worst case ratio regarding the optimum value between BCR
and BCR+ is at least 6
5
. Since BCR+ is a lower bound for the hypergraphic relaxations
(HYP), another well-known class of equivalent LP-relaxations on which the current best
(ln(4) + ε)-approximation algorithm for STP by Byrka et al. [BGRS13] is based, this worst
case ratio also holds for BCR and HYP .
Keywords Steiner Tree Problem · Bidirected Cut Relaxation · Integrality Gap
Remarks This work is a revised version of the author’s master’s thesis [Vic18].
1 Introduction
In the Steiner Tree Problem in Graphs (STP) one is given an undirected connected graph
G = (V,E), a set of required vertices R ⊆ V and non-negative edge-costs c : E → R≥0.
We refer to the triple (G,R, c) as Steiner tree instance or sometimes just instance. The task is
to compute a tree T in G spanning R, i.e. R ⊆ V (T ) ⊆ V and E(T ) ⊆ E, which has minimum
edge-cost, i.e. c(E(T )) =
∑
e∈E(T ) c(e) is minimum over all possible solutions. We refer to a
solution T as Steiner tree and call the non-required vertices V (T ) \R Steiner vertices.
STP is NP-hard [Kar72] and actually cannot even be approximated within a factor smaller than
96
95 ≈ 1.010 unless P = NP [CC08]. A simple 2-approximation can be obtained by computing a
minimum spanning tree on R in the metric closure of G and c [Vaz01, Sec. 3.1.1]. The currently
best known approximation algorithm by Byrka et al. [BGRS13] has a guarantee of ln(4) + ε for
arbitrarily small fixed ε > 0 and is based on iteratively solving an LP-relaxation for STP, called
directed component-based relaxation which is introduced in [PD03]. The LP is part of a class
of equivalent LP-relaxations, commonly called hypergraphic relaxations (HYP) [CKP13]. The
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integrality gap of these LPs is at most ln(4) and they are strongly NP-hard to solve exactly, as
shown in [GORZ12]. Although Goemans et al. [GORZ12] introduce a method, using the notion
of matroids, such that one only has to solve a hypergraphic relaxation once and still obtains
a (ln(4) + ε)-approximation, solving the LP is still the bottleneck, as reported in [FKOS16],
rendering the algorithm intractable for most applications.
Therefore Feldmann et al. [FKOS16] study the relation to the efficiently solvable class of bidi-
rected relaxations (BCR) [GM93], for which the bidirected cut relaxation, introduced in [Won84],
is the characteristic representative. In [FKOS16] it is shown that the LP-relaxations in HYP
are equivalent to the ones in BCR for so called Steiner claw-free instances. These are instances
where there exists no non-required vertex with 3 or more neighbouring non-required vertices.
The main advantage of the bidirected cut relaxation is that there exists an extended formulation
of compact size which has been established in practice as a useful base in integer programming
for STP [KM98]. Therefore, the LP-relaxations in BCR gained a lot of attention, but so far no
approximation algorithm based on them with guarantee less than 2 is known. One symptom
of that is the lack of knowledge about the integrality gap for these LP-relaxations, which has
been conjectured to be less than 2, but only at most 2 could be proved. Better bounds are only
known for special cases. For example the result in [FKOS16] implies an upper bound of ln(4) for
Steiner claw-free instances. Furthermore, in quasi-bipartite instances, a special case of Steiner
claw-free instances, the current best bound is 7360 ≈ 1.217 [GORZ12]. These are instances where
no two non-required vertices are neighbouring, i.e. each edge is incident to at least one required
vertex. Note for these instances it is still NP-hard to approximate within a factor smaller than
128
127 ≈ 1.007 [CC08]. If there are no non-required vertices at all, i.e. one is in the minimum
spanning tree case, then Edmonds [Edm67] shows that the LP-relaxations in BCR are exact. In
[Goe94] it is shown that BCR is also exact in series-parallel graphs. These are graphs which do
not contain K4 as minor where K4 is the complete graph on 4 vertices.
For tackling the question about the integrality gap for the LP-relaxations in BCR, it is useful to
study the characteristics of instances with large integrality gaps. The best lower bound so far
is 3631 ≈ 1.161 proved in [BGRS13] by constructing a series of instances whose integrality gaps
tend to 3631 . Actually these instances can be used to lower bound the integrality gap of a stronger
LP which is an extension of the bidirected cut relaxation. This LP is obtained by adding so
called flow-balance constraints on each Steiner vertex [KM98] and induces the class of bidirected
relaxations with Steiner vertex degree constraints (BCR+) (details are given in Section 2.7). In
[PD03] it is shown that the optimum solution value of the LP-relaxations in BCR+ is bounded by
the optimum solution value of the LP-relaxations in HYP. We denote by optP(I) the optimum
solution value for given instance I of an optimization problem P. Then we have the following
general connection between the three classes BCR, BCR+ and HYP , already stated in [Pri09,
Sec. 2.3]:
Theorem 1.1. Let (G,R, c) be a Steiner tree instance, then:
optBCR(G,R, c) ≤ optBCR+(G,R, c) ≤ optHYP(G,R, c) ≤ optSTP(G,R, c)
Proof. The last inequality holds as all formulations are LP-relaxations for STP. The first in-
equality is clear as we only strengthen the formulation. The second inequality is proved in
[PD03].
Hence a natural question is, whether there is a major difference between BCR and BCR+,
because the latter class is not more complex than the first one and in current research mainly
BCR is considered.
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Before the (ln(4) + ε)-approximation by Byrka et al. [BGRS13] LP-relaxations were not suc-
cessfully used in the design of algorithms beating 2-approximations for STP. In [RZ05] the
previous best approximation algorithm is presented and other combinatorial approximation al-
gorithms beating the ratio 2 are also noted. An LP inducing a 2-approximation is for example
the undirected cut relaxation introduced in [Ane80]. In [AKR95] this LP is generalized to
the Steiner Forest Problem and the authors obtain also a 2-approximation. More details can
be for example found in [Vaz01, Ch. 22]. The hypergraphic relaxations are actually the first
theoretically efficiently approximable LP-relaxations for STP for which the integrality gap is
known to be less than 2. A survey of other LP-relaxations for STP can be found for example in
[PD01, PD03, Pol04, Dan04, Pri09].
1.1 Our contributions
Based on the work of Chakrabarty et al. [CDV11] about embedding Steiner tree instances into
simplices, we will show that there are instances for which the ratio of the optimum values
between BCR and BCR+ tends at least to 65 = 1.2. This also implies the same lower bound
on the worst case ratio between BCR and HYP. Moreover, this shows that the integrality gap
for the bidirected cut relaxation is at least 65 improving the bound in [BGRS13]. The notion of
worst case ratio and integrality gap can be easily combined in the following notion of a gap.
Definition 1.2. Let P and L be both minimization problems on the same instance set I such
that for each I ∈ I we have 0 < optL(I) ≤ optP(I). Then the gap of I for L to P is defined as
gapL,P(I) :=
optP (I)
optL(I)
. The gap of L to P is then gapL,P := supI∈I gapL,P(I)
Note that in our case it is sufficient to consider only instances with optL(I) > 0 since optL(I) =
0⇒ optP(I) = 0 holds for all problems P and L we are dealing with.
For P ∈ {BCR,BCR+,HYP ,STP} denote by P≤k the restriction of P to instances with at most
k required vertices. Then our main theorem is simply:
Theorem 1.3.
gapBCR≤k,STP≤k ≥ gapBCR≤k,HYP≤k ≥ gapBCR≤k,BCR+≤k
≥
6 · (k − 1)
5 · (k − 1) + 1
The first two inequalities follow directly by Theorem 1.1. Taking the limit, we obtain:
Corollary 1.4.
gapBCR,STP ≥ gapBCR,HYP ≥ gapBCR,BCR+ ≥
6
5
Hence we improve the previously best known lower bounds gapBCR,HYP ≥
8
7 and gapBCR,STP ≥
36
31 . For a complete list of currently best known lower and upper bounds see Table 1. Hence even
in a theoretical perspective it is worthwhile to explicitly consider BCR+ in addition to BCR.
Before we define in Section 3 our new instances yielding that new lower bound, we will present
in Section 2 different formulations in BCR and BCR+. In [GM93] various formulations has been
proven to be equivalent to BCR regarding the dominant: For a polyhedron P one can define the
dominant by dom(P ) := {x : ∃x′ ∈ P x′ ≤ x}. Since we only work with non-negative edge-costs
and we are dealing with minimization problems, it would be sufficient to require equivalence to
dom(projx(P )), where projx(P ) := {x : (x, y) ∈ P} denotes the projection of a polyhedron P to
common variables x.
3
≤ gapL,P BCR
+ HYP STP
BCR 65
6
5
6
5
BCR+ 87
36
31
HYP 87
(a) Note that 6
5
= 1.2, 36
31
≈ 1.161 and 8
7
≈ 1.142.
The lower bound for gapBCR+,HYP is essentially
proved in [FKOS16], for gapBCR+,STP essentially
in [BGRS13] and for gapHYP,STP in [KPT11].
gapL,P ≤ BCR
+ HYP STP
BCR 2 2 2
BCR+ 2 2
HYP ln(4)
(b) Note that ln(4) ≈ 1.387. The upper bound for
gapHYP,STP is proved in [GORZ12]. The remain-
ing upper bounds are all due to the well known
fact that gapBCR,STP ≤ 2 (Section 2.1).
Table 1: After this work, to the best of our knowledge, the currently best known lower
(Table 1a) and upper (Table 1b) bounds on the gaps for each pair of the relaxation chain
BCR ≤ BCR+ ≤ HYP ≤ STP.
We will slightly improve the results in [GM93] by stating reduced formulations of their main
relaxations which are all equivalent to the projection to the undirected edge variables. Consid-
ering in addition a slightly changed formulation given in [CDV11], we are also able to simplify
the line of arguments. Moreover we show in Section 2.7 for each stated formulation in BCR the
respective equivalent Steiner vertex degree constraints obtaining the formulation in BCR+ and
prove exactness for instances with at most 3 required vertices, which is in general not the case
for BCR.
Theorem 1.5. Let (G,R, c) be a Steiner tree instance.
If |R| ≤ 3 then optBCR+(G,R, c) = optHYP(G,R, c) = optSTP(G,R, c).
Finally, in Section 3 we review the results about embedding STP instances into simplices
[CDV11] (Section 3.1), propose our instances (Section 3.2) and prove Theorem 1.3 (Section 3.3).
Additionally, we remark on a connection between a subclass of our instances to the Multiway
Cut Problem in the case of 3 required vertices (Section 3.4).
In Appendix A we generalize the instances in [BGRS13] to arbitrary set cover instances and
adapt the proofs in [BGRS13] to BCR+, which is straightforward.
1.2 Preliminaries
We will use the common notation and terms for graph theory and linear programming from
[KV18]. Further useful notation is as follows. For n ∈ N we define the index set [n] := {1, . . . , n}.
Let f : A → R be a function, then for a subset A′ ⊆ A we define f(A′) :=
∑
a∈A′ f(a).
Furthermore, we define the so called Iverson bracket J·K : {boolean expressions} → {0, 1} by
JP K = 1 if and only P is true.
For shorter notation we introduce the convention f(a, b) = fa(b) for a function f : A ×B → R
as well as fa(B
′) =
∑
b∈B′ fa(b) for B
′ ⊆ B. Furthermore, if we apply a directed edge (v,w) to
a function f we omit the brackets, i.e. f(v,w) = f((v,w)).
For a given graph G we denote by V (G) the vertices and E(G) the edges. For a vertex set
X ⊆ V (G) of an undirected graph G we define G[X] := (X, {e ∈ E(G) : e ⊆ X}). We will
mainly be interested in undirected graphs G = (V,E) and their bidirected versions, i.e. we
replace each undirected edge by the two edges directed in opposite directions. Therefore, we
define E↔ := {(v,w), (w, v) : {v,w} ∈ E}. Moreover, we refine the notation of incident edges
δG(v) := {e ∈ E : v ∈ e} by δ
+
G(v) := {(v,w) ∈ E↔ : {v,w} ∈ E} and δ
−
G(v) := {(w, v) ∈ E↔ :
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{v,w} ∈ E}. Analogously, we refine for a vertex set X ⊆ V δG(X) := {e ∈ E : |e ∩X| = 1} by
δ+G(X) := {(v,w) ∈ E↔ : v ∈ X ∧ w /∈ X} and δ
−
G(X) := {(v,w) ∈ E↔ : v /∈ X ∧ w ∈ X}.
Let T be a tree and r be a leaf of T . We denote the arborescence rooted at r as T r→, i.e. T r→
is obtained from T by directing all edges from r to the other leafs. For v,w ∈ V (T ) we denote
by T r→[v,w] the directed path from v to w in T
r→ given that this path exists.
An important notion, when talking about bidirected relaxations, are balance flows.
Definition 1.6. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph, u : E → R≥0 edge-usage bounds and
b : V → R vertex-balances. We call f : E → R≥0 a balance flow for (G,u, b) if and only if the
following two conditions hold:
∀e ∈ E f(e) ≤ u(e)
∀v ∈ V f(δ+G(v)) − f(δ
−
G(v)) = b(v)
A trivially necessary condition for the existence of a balance-flow is b(V ) = 0. This can easily
be seen by summing up the edge flow values over all vertices. However it is not sufficient as
Gale’s well-known theorem shows.
Theorem 1.7 ([Gal57]). Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph, u : E → R≥0 edge-usage bounds
and b : V → R vertex-balances such that b(V ) = 0. Then there exists a balance-flow for (G,u, b)
if and only if u(δ+G(X)) ≥ b(X) for all X ⊆ V .
A proof, as well as further results on balance-flows, can also be found in [KV18].
We will mainly be interested in balance-flows on bidirected graphs respecting the edge-usage
bounds of the corresponding undirected graph. Therefore we refine the notion of balance-flows
for this special case.
Definition 1.8. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph, u : E → R≥0 edge-usage bounds and
b : V → R vertex-balances. We call f : E↔ → R≥0 a bidirected balance flow for (G,u, b) if
and only if the following two conditions hold:
∀{v,w} ∈ E f(v,w) + f(w, v) ≤ u({v,w})
∀v ∈ V f(δ+G(v))− f(δ
−
G(v)) = b(v)
Gale’s theorem can be adapted as follows.
Theorem 1.9. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph, u : E → R≥0 be edge-usage bounds and
b : V → R be vertex-balances such that b(V ) = 0. Then there exists a bidirected balance-flow for
(G,u, b) if and only if u(δG(X)) ≥ b(X) for all X ⊆ V .
Proof. Define u↔ : E↔ → R≥0 by u↔(v,w) = u({v,w}). Then every bidirected balance-flow
for (G,u, b) is a balance flow for ((V,E↔), u↔, b) and therefore for every X ⊆ V we have
u(δG(X)) = u↔(δ
+
G(X)) ≥ b(X).
So assume u(δG(X)) ≥ b(X) holds for every X ⊆ V . By Theorem 1.7 we know there exists
a balance-flow f ′ : E↔ → R≥0 for ((V,E↔), u↔, b). We define f : E↔ → R≥0 as f(v,w) =
max{f ′(v,w) − f ′(w, v), 0}. Then f is a bidirected balance-flow for (G,u, b) since f(v,w) +
f(w, v) = |f ′(v,w)− f ′(w, v)| ≤ max{f ′(v,w), f ′(w, v)} ≤ u({v,w}) and f(δ+G(v))− f(δ
−
G(v)) =∑
(v,w)∈δ+
G
(v) ( f
′(v,w) − f ′(w, v) ) = f ′(δ+G(v))− f
′(δ−G(v)) = b(v)
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2 Bidirected relaxations with and without
Steiner vertex degree constraints
We are interested in two classes of equivalent LP-relaxations for STP. The bidirected relaxations,
which we denote by BCR, with the classical representative of the bidirected cut relaxation and
the bidirected relaxations with Steiner vertex degree constraints, which we denote by BCR+,
consisting of the bidirected relaxations enhanced by certain degree constraints for each non-
required vertex.
The first bidirected relaxation is stated in [Edm67] for the special case of spanning trees, i.e.
all vertices are required, and shown to be exact. In [Won84] this approach is generalized for
Steiner trees resulting in the bidirected cut relaxation (BCR). In [KM98] additional constraints,
which the authors call flow-balance constraints, are added to BCR to strengthen the relaxation in
practice resulting in the bidirected cut relaxation with Steiner vertex degree constraints (BCR+).
For this whole section we will fix a Steiner tree instance (G = (V,E), R, c). The idea of the
bidirected relaxations is to consider in addition to the undirected edges of the Steiner tree T , in
contrast to the undirected cut relaxation (UCR) introduced in [Ane80], also the directed edges of
the arborescences T r→ rooted in the required vertices r ∈ R. With this additional information
one is able to define LPs stronger than UCR.
2.1 Bidirected Cut Relaxation
For this formulation we only interested in one arborescence rooted in a fixed required vertex
r ∈ R. We will later see that optBCR(G,R, c, r) is independent of the choice of r. This was first
shown in [GM93].
BCR
min
∑
e∈E
c(e) · u(e)
s.t. u : E → R≥0 , fr : E↔ → R≥0
fr(v,w) + fr(w, v) ≤ u({v,w}) {v,w} ∈ E
fr(δ
+
G(X)) ≥ Jr ∈ X ∧R \X 6= ∅K X ⊆ V
It is easy to verify that every solution of BCR provides a solution of UCR, more precisely
proju(BCR) ⊆ UCR. In [GB93] it is essentially proven that gapUCR≤k,BCR≤k = gapUCR≤k,STP =
2 · (1− 1
k
). Therefore we have gapBCR,STP ≤ 2 and, in addition to the case R = V , BCR is also
exact for 2 required vertices. A Steiner tree T with respect to G and R can be associated with
the following integral solution:
u({v,w}) = J{v,w} ∈ E(T )K
fr(v,w) = J(v,w) ∈ E(T
r→)K
2.2 Multi Commodity Flow Relaxation
Gale’s theorem suggests the first equivalent LP-relaxation, which is introduced in [Won84]. The
cut-constraints in BCR can be seen as balance-flow existence conditions for |R|−1 different flows,
namely a unit-flow for each s ∈ R \ {r} from r to s. We obtain the following LP-relaxation
commonly known as the multi commodity flow relaxation.
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MCFR
min
∑
e∈E
c(e) · u(e)
s.t. u : E → R≥0 , fr : E↔ → R≥0 , g : R \ {r} × E↔ → R≥0
fr(v,w) + fr(w, v) ≤ u({v,w}) {v,w} ∈ E
gs(e) ≤ fr(e) e ∈ E↔, s ∈ R \ {r}
gs(δ
+
G(v)) − gs(δ
−
G(v)) = Jv = rK− Jv = sK v ∈ V, s ∈ R \ {r}
MCFR also induces an integer program for STP. A Steiner tree T with respect to G and R can
be associated with the following integral solution:
u({v,w}) = J{v,w} ∈ E(T )K
fr(v,w) = J(v,w) ∈ E(T
r→)K
gs(v,w) = J(v,w) ∈ E(T
r→
[r,s])K
Note that we obtained an extended formulation for proju(BCR) of compact size, namely the
number of variables and constraints is in O(|R| · |E|).
Theorem 2.1 ([Won84]). proju,fr(MCFR) = proju,fr(BCR)
Proof. Let (u, fr, g) be a solution of MCFR. For s ∈ R\{r} define vertex-balances bs : V → R as
bs(v) = Jv = rK− Jv = sK, which satisfy bs(V ) = 0. Then gs is a balance flow for ((V,E↔), fr, bs)
and therefore by Theorem 1.7 we have fr(δ
+
G(X)) ≥ Jr ∈ X ∧ s /∈ XK. Hence overall we have
fr(δ
+
G(X)) ≥ Jr ∈ X ∧ R \X 6= ∅K. On the other hand Theorem 1.7 shows the existence of g if
(u, fr) is a solution of BCR.
2.3 Multi Balance Flow Relaxation
Instead of only considering one arborescence rooted at a fixed required vertex r ∈ R, we now
consider the arborescences rooted at all required vertices. By connecting these |R| directed trees
at each vertex through degree constraints, we obtain another equivalent formulation which does
not depend on a previously chosen root. It is based on a similar one stated in [CDV11]. We call
it the multi balance flow relaxation.
MBFR
min
∑
e∈E
c(e) · u(e)
s.t. u : E → R≥0 , b : V → R , f : R× E↔ → R≥0
fr(v,w) + fr(w, v) ≤ u({v,w}) {v,w} ∈ E, r ∈ R
fr(δ
+
G(v)) − fr(δ
−
G(v)) = b(v) + 2 · Jv = rK v ∈ V, r ∈ R
MBFR also induces an integer program for STP. A Steiner tree T with respect to G and R can
be associated with the following integral solution:
u({v,w}) = J{v,w} ∈ E(T )K
b(v) =
{
|δT (v)| − 2 if v ∈ V (T )
0 if v ∈ V (G) \ V (T )
fr(v,w) = J(v,w) ∈ E(T
r→)K
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Hence, the b values of an integral solution encode the degrees within the Steiner tree T . The
variables fr encode the corresponding arborescence rooted in s.
The new variables can roughly be interpreted as global balance values for each of the bidirected
flows fr. The only difference occurs at each required vertex r ∈ R. More precisely, if we define
br : V → R by br(v) = b(v) + 2 · Jv = rK, then fr is a bidirected balance flow for (G,u, br).
Therefore we have the necessary condition b(V ) = −2.
As already mentioned, MBFR is a slightly different version of a formulation in [CDV11]. The
authors proved equivalence to BCR directly. Our proof of Theorem 2.2 is an adapted version of
theirs.
Theorem 2.2. proju(MBFR) = proju(MCFR)
Proof. We will prove ⊇ and ⊆ separately by translating solutions into each other. In both
directions u : E → R≥0 will remain the same. Hence, if we can construct a solution with u given
from the respective other problem, we have shown the statement.
Claim proju(MBFR) ⊇ proju(MCFR):
Let (u, fr, g) be a solution of MCFR. We need to define a solution (u, b
′, f ′) of MBFR.
We define b′ and f ′ as follows:
b′(v) := fr(δ
+
G(v)) − fr(δ
−
G(v)) − 2 · Jv = rK
f ′r(v,w) := fr(v,w)
f ′s(v,w) := fr(v,w) − gs(v,w) + gs(w, v) s ∈ R \ {r}
By definition these values are non-negative and fulfil the edge-usage bounds:
f ′s(v,w) + f
′
s(w, v) ≤ fr(v,w) + fr(w, v) ≤ u({v,w}) s ∈ R
Again by definition the balance constraints are fulfilled for r.
For s ∈ R \ {r} we can easily check that they are also fulfilled:
f ′s(δ
+
G(v))− f
′
s(δ
−
G(v)) = fr(δ
+
G(v)) − fr(δ
−
G(v)) − 2 · ( gs(δ
+
G(v))− gs(δ
−
G(v)) )
= b′(v) + 2 · Jv = rK− 2 · ( Jv = rK− Jv = sK )
= b′(v) + 2 · Jv = sK
Claim proju(MBFR) ⊆ proju(MCFR):
Let (u, b, f) be a solution of MBFR. We need to define a solution (u, f ′r, g
′) of MCFR.
We define f ′r and g
′ as follows:
f ′r(v,w) :=
1
2
· ( fr(v,w) − fr(w, v) + u({v,w}) )
g′s(v,w) :=
1
2
·max{fr(v,w) − fr(w, v) + fs(w, v) − fs(v,w), 0} s ∈ R \ {r}
We immediately see that f ′r(v,w)+f
′
r(w, v) = u({v,w}). The flow bound constraints are fulfilled
as well since |fs(v,w) − fs(w, v)| ≤ max{fs(v,w), fs(w, v)} ≤ u({v,w}):
g′s(v,w) ≤
1
2
·max{fr(v,w) − fr(w, v) + u({v,w}), 0} = f
′
r(v,w)
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For s ∈ R \ {r} the flow constraints are also fulfilled:
g′s(δ
+
G(v))− g
′
s(δ
−
G(v)) =
∑
(v,w)∈δ+
G
(v)
( g′s(v,w) − g
′
s(w, v) )
=
1
2
·
∑
(v,w)∈δ+
G
(v)
( fr(v,w) − fr(w, v) + fs(w, v) − fs(v,w) )
=
1
2
·
((
fr(δ
+
G(v)) − fr(δ
−
G(v))
)
−
(
fs(δ
+
G(v))− fs(δ
−
G(v))
))
=
1
2
· ( ( b(v) + 2 · Jv = rK )− ( b(v) + 2 · Jv = sK ) )
= Jv = rK− Jv = sK
Corollary 2.3 ([GM93, Thm. 9]). optBCR(G,R, c, r) does not depend on r ∈ R.
2.4 Multi Balance Cut Relaxation
Remembering the translation process between BCR and MCFR, it is natural to apply Theorem 1.9
to MBFR. We obtain the multi balance cut relaxation.
MBCR
min
∑
e∈E
c(e) · u(e)
s.t. u : E → R≥0 , b : V → R
u(δG(X)) ≥ b(X) + 2 · JR ∩X 6= ∅K X ⊆ V
b(V ) = −2
MBCR is a reduced formulation of ‘R′xz’ in [GM93]. The additional constraints are presented
in Section 2.6. A Steiner tree T with respect to G and R can be associated with the following
integral solution:
u({v,w}) = J{v,w} ∈ E(T )K
b(v) =
{
|δT (v)| − 2 if v ∈ V (T )
0 if v ∈ V (G) \ V (T )
Theorem 2.4. proju,b(MBCR) = proju,b(MBFR)
Proof. Let (u, b, f) be a solution of MBFR. Then fs for s ∈ R is a bidirected balance-flow for
(G,u, bs) where bs(v) = b(v) + 2 · Jv = sK. With Theorem 1.9 we obtain for X ⊆ V :
u(δG(X)) ≥ bs(X) = b(X) + 2 · Js ∈ XK
This implies overall for X ⊆ V :
u(δG(X)) ≥ b(X) + 2 · JR ∩X 6= ∅K
Let (u, b) be a solution of MBCR. Then Theorem 1.9 shows the existence of f such that (u, b, f)
is a solution of MBFR(G,R, c) since we have:
u(δG(X)) ≥ b(X) + 2 · JR ∩X 6= ∅K ≥ b(X) + 2 · Js ∈ XK
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2.5 Subtour Elimination Relaxation
For the next equivalent LP-relaxation we redefine the meaning of the auxiliary vertex-variables.
In an integral solution of MBCR associated to a Steiner tree T we have for v ∈ V (T ) that b(v) =
|δT (v)| − 2 = u(δG(v)) − 2. Therefore the value
1
2 · (u(δG(v)) − b(v)) ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether
the vertex v is contained in T or not. Hence by introducing the variables y : V → R≥0, which
enforce these values, we obtain the following LP-relaxation, which we call subtour elimination
relaxation.
STER
min
∑
e∈E
c(e) · u(e)
s.t. u : E → R≥0 , y : V → R≥0
u(E) = y(V )− 1
u(E(G[X])) ≤ y(X)− JR ∩X 6= ∅K X ⊆ V
STER is a reduced formulation of ‘P ′xy’ in [GM93]. The additional constraints are presented in
Section 2.6. The constraints u(E(G[X])) ≤ y(X)− JR∩X 6= ∅K forbid cycles involving required
vertices within the graph associated to an integral solution and therefore they eliminate subtours.
A Steiner tree T with respect to G and R can be associated with the following integral solution:
u({v,w}) = J{v,w} ∈ E(T )K
y(v) = Jv ∈ V (T )K
Theorem 2.5. proju(STER) = proju(MBCR)
Proof. If we assume b(v) = u(δG(v)) − 2 · y(v), we have the following two equivalences, which
prove the claimed result:
b(V ) = −2
⇔
∑
v∈V
u(δG(v)) − 2 · y(V ) = −2
⇔ 2 · u(E)− 2 · y(V ) = −2
⇔ u(E) = y(V )− 1
u(δG(X)) ≥ b(X) + 2 · JR ∩X 6= ∅K
⇔ u(δG(X)) ≥
∑
v∈X
u(δG(v)) − 2 · y(X) + 2 · JR ∩X 6= ∅K
⇔ u(δG(X)) ≥ u(δG(X)) + 2 · u(E(G[X])) − 2 · ( y(X)− JR ∩X 6= ∅K )
⇔ u(E(G[X])) ≤ y(X)− JR ∩X 6= ∅K
2.6 Valid constraints
Using MBCR it is very easy to verify that proju(BCR) fulfills the well-known Steiner partition
condition [CR94] proven in [Goe94]: Let S1∪˙ . . . ∪˙Sq = V be a partition of the vertices and
define ES := {{v,w} ∈ E : ∃i, j ∈ [q] i 6= j ∧ v ∈ Si ∧ w ∈ Sj}, i.e. ES contains all edges which
connect different partition classes. Then for a Steiner tree T we have the necessary condition
that |E(T ) ∩ES | ≥ |{i ∈ [q] : Si ∩R 6= ∅}| − 1. For a solution (u, b) of MBCR we can compute:
u(ES) =
1
2
·
∑
i∈[q]
u(δG(Si)) ≥
1
2
·
∑
i∈[q]
( 2 · JSi ∩R 6= ∅K + b(Si) ) = |{i ∈ [q] : Si ∩R 6= ∅}| − 1
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As already mentioned in Section 1.1, in [GM93] the formulations are compared with respect
to dom(proju(BCR)), which is sufficient as we are only considering non-negative edge-costs.
However, this is also necessary as the authors state relaxations that are tighter in the sense that
they bound the variables from above. A trivial upper bound is for example u({v,w}) ≤ 1. In
[GM93, Thm. 6] the following constraints are shown to be valid regarding the optimum value
for the respective equivalent formulations in BCR, i.e. not only are they valid for Steiner trees,
they also do not change the optimum solution value of the respective LP-relaxations. The first
group of equivalent valid constraints is as follows:
fr(δ
−
G(v)) ≤ Jv 6= rK v ∈ V
u(δG(v)) ≤ b(v) + 2 v ∈ V
y(v) ≤ 1 v ∈ V
The second group is:
fr(δ
−
G(v)) ≤ fr(δ
−
G(X)) v ∈ X ⊆ V \R
u(δG(X)) − u(δG(v)) ≥ b(X)− b(v) v ∈ X ⊆ V \R
u(E(G[X])) ≤ y(X)− y(v) v ∈ X ⊆ V \R
Note that one has to prove only one constraint of each group, as the remaining ones can be
translated similarly like the constraints in our equivalence proofs.
2.7 Steiner vertex degree constraints
A group of equivalent constraints which are not valid in general for optimum solutions for BCR
(an example is presented in Figure 1a) are the Steiner vertex degree constraints:
fr(δ
+
G(v)) ≥ fr(δ
−
G(v)) v ∈ V \R
b(v) ≥ 0 v ∈ V \R
u(δG(v)) ≥ 2 · y(v) v ∈ V \R
A valid assumption for a minimal Steiner tree T is that all leaves are required vertices, as
otherwise we can remove the respective part of the tree without increasing the cost. Therefore
each non-required vertex within the tree has at least degree 2. Using this assumption it is
possible to easily strengthen the bidirected relaxations.
The inequalities f(δ+G(v)) ≥ f(δ
−
G(v)) for non-required vertices were introduced in [KM98], which
the authors call flow-balance constraints, and are added to BCR and MCFR to strengthen the
relaxation in practice. We refer to the resulting formulations as BCR+ and MCFR+, respectively.
The inequalities b(v) ≥ 0 for non-required vertices were introduced in [CDV11] as an improve-
ment for MBFR which also implies an improvement for MBCR. We denote the resulting for-
mulations MBFR+ and MBCR+, respectively. For STER+ the corresponding constraint is
u(δG(v)) ≥ 2 · y(v) for every v ∈ V \R.
In [Pri09, Sec. 2.2.2] it is already noted that these improvements are equivalent. We make this
precise here. It is easy to see that we obtain with the previous results:
proju,fr(BCR
+) = proju,fr(MCFR
+)
proju,b(MBCR
+) = proju,b(MBFR
+)
proju(MBCR
+) = proju(STER
+)
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Figure 1: Small instances with integrality gaps larger than 1 for BCR and BCR+. The required
vertices are squared and the weight of the edges are given by the respective numbers. Optimum
integral solutions for both instances have cost 8. Setting all shown directed edges to 12 leads to a
feasible fractional solution of MCFR with cost 152 and therefore to an integrality gap of at least
16
15 . For MCFR
+ this is only possible for the instance in Figure 1b. In Figure 1a MCFR+ is
exact as shown Theorem 2.7. For the instance in Figure 1b one can use unit edge cost to obtain
an integrality gap of at least 109 for both relaxations.
Theorem 2.6. proju(MBFR
+) = proju(MCFR
+)
Proof. We only have to extend the proof of Theorem 2.2.
For proju(MBFR
+) ⊇ proju(MCFR
+) recall the definition of b′(v) for v ∈ V :
b′(v) := fr(δ
+
G(v)) − fr(δ
−
G(v)) − 2 · Jv = rK
Then for v ∈ V \R we have b′(v) ≥ 0.
For proju(MBFR
+) ⊆ proju(MCFR
+) recall the definition of f ′r(v,w) for (v,w) ∈ E↔:
f ′r(v,w) :=
1
2
· ( fr(v,w) − fr(w, v) + u({v,w}) )
Then we can compute for v ∈ V \R:
f ′r(δ
+
G(v))− f
′
r(δ
−
G(v)) = fr(δ
+
G(v)) − fr(δ
−
G(v)) = b(v) + 2 · Jv = rK = b(v) ≥ 0
Hence, analogously to BCR, we denote the class of equivalent formulations for BCR+ by BCR+.
BCR+ is, just like BCR, efficiently solvable and independent of the chosen root r. We will
see that there are instances for which the consideration of the additional constraints in BCR+
compared to BCR makes a significant difference regarding the optimum solution values for the
respective LP-relaxations.
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2.7.1 Exactness for 3 required vertices
We will now prove that the LP-relaxations in BCR+ are exact for Steiner tree instances with
at most 3 required vertices. In particular, we only have to prove the case of exactly 3 required
vertices as the LP-relaxations in BCR are already exact for 2 required vertices. This is also best
possible as Figure 1 shows.
Theorem 2.7. Let (G,R, c) be a Steiner tree instance.
If |R| = 3 then optBCR+(G,R, c) = optSTP(G,R, c).
Proof. We have to show optBCR+(G,R, c) ≥ optSTP(G,R, c).
Let (u, fr, g) be an optimum solution of MCFR
+ with respect to (G,R, c, r). We can assume
w.l.o.g. that for any edge e = {v,w} ∈ E(G) u({v,w}) = fr((v,w)) + fr((w, v)) and fr(e) =
maxs∈R\{r} gs(e), as otherwise we can decrease u(e) and fr(e) appropriately. This does not
increase the objective value since c is non-negative.
As |R| = 3 we can write R = {r, s1, s2}, where r is the chosen root. We define gs1,s2 : E↔ → R≥0,
which will indicate the common flow on an edge e, as follows:
gs1,s2(e) := min {gs1(e), gs2(e)}
We see easily:
gs1(e) + gs2(e) = min{gs1(e), gs2(e)}+max{gs1(e), gs2(e)} = gs1,s2(e) + fr(e)
With that and using fr(δ
+
G(v)) ≥ fr(δ
−
G(v)) we obtain for v ∈ V \ {r}:
gs1,s2(δ
−
G(v))− gs1,s2(δ
+
G(v)) =
2∑
i=1
(
gsi(δ
−
G(v)) − gsi(δ
+
G(v))
)
−
(
fr(δ
−
G(v))− fr(δ
+
G(v))
)
=
2∑
i=1
( Jv = siK− Jv = rK ) + fr(δ
+
G(v))− fr(δ
−
G(v)) ≥ 0
The idea now is to extract a Steiner tree. For 3 required vertices this is always a star.
Xf :=
{
v ∈ V \ {r} : gs1,s2(δ
−
G(v)) > gs1,s2(δ
+
G(v))
}
Xf contains possible branching vertices for a Steiner tree.
Assume Xf 6= ∅ and let v∗ ∈ Xf . Then there exists es1,s2 ∈ δ
−
G(v∗) such that gs1,s2(es1,s2) > 0
and therefore there is a directed path from r to v∗ in (V, {e ∈ E↔ : gs1,s2(e) > 0}), since
gs1,s2(δ
−
G(v)) ≥ gs1,s2(δ
+
G(v)) holds for all v ∈ V \ {r}. Denote this path by P[r,v∗]. Furthermore,
gs1,s2(δ
+
G(v∗)) < gs1,s2(δ
−
G(v∗)) ≤ gsi(δ
−
G(v∗)) = gsi(δ
+
G(v∗)) for i ∈ {1, 2}.
Assume Xf = ∅, i.e. gs1,s2(δ
+
G(v)) = gs1,s2(δ
−
G(v)) for v ∈ V \ {r}, and let v∗ = r. Then
gs1,s2(δ
+
G(v∗)) < gsi(δ
+
G(v∗)) for i ∈ {1, 2}, as otherwise gsi(δ
+
G(si)) = gsi(δ
−
G(si)).
Hence, in both cases, there exists esi ∈ δ
+
G(v∗) such that gsi(esi) > gs1,s2(esi) for i ∈ {1, 2}. So
there is a path from v∗ to si in (V, {e ∈ E↔ : gsi(e) > gs1,s2(e)}), as gs1,s2(δ
−
G(v)) ≥ gs1,s2(δ
+
G(v))
for all v ∈ V \ {r}. Denote these directed paths by P[v∗,s1] and P[v∗,s2].
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We obtain a directed Steiner tree T r→ := P[r,v∗]+P[v∗,s1]+P[v∗,s2]. Denote by T the corresponding
undirected one. We define further:
εv∗ := gs1,s2(δ
−
G(v∗))− gs1,s2(δ
+
G(v∗))
ε[r,v∗] := min
e∈E(P[r,v∗])
gs1,s2(e)
ε[v∗,si] := min
e∈E(P[v∗,si])
( gsi(e)− gs1,s2(e) )
ε :=

min
{
εv∗ , ε[r,v∗] , mini∈[2] ε[v∗,si]
}
if v∗ 6= r
mini∈[2] ε[v∗,si] if v∗ = r
By definition ε > 0 and we can assume ε < 1 as otherwise optSTP(G,R, c) ≤ ε·optSTP(G,R, c) ≤
ε · c(E(T )) ≤ optBCR+(G,R, c). We define another solution (u
′, f ′r, g
′) of MCFR+ as follows:
g′si(e) :=
gsi(e)− ε · Je ∈ E(T
r
[r,si]
)K
1− ε
f ′r(e) :=
fr(e)− ε · Je ∈ E(T
r)K
1− ε
u′({v,w}) := f ′r(v,w) + f
′
r(w, v)
We will now prove that (u′, f ′r, g
′) is also a solution of MCFR+. It is easy to see that f ′ is
non-negative by the definition of ε, in particular since ε is not larger than ε[r,v∗] and ε[v∗,si], and
therefore u′ is also non-negative. Hence, it suffices to prove the following three statements:
a) ∀e ∈ E↔ max
s∈R\{r}
g′s(e) = f
′
r(e)
b) ∀v ∈ V g′si(δ
+
G(v))− g
′
si
(δ−G(v)) = Jv = rK− Jv = siK
c) ∀v ∈ V \R f ′r(δ
+
G(v)) ≥ f
′
r(δ
−
G(v))
a) By the definition of f ′ it suffices to show g′si(e) ≤ f
′
r(e). We assume w.l.o.g. i = 1. Only the
case e ∈ E(T r) \E(T r[r,s1]) = E(T
r
[v∗,s2]
) is unclear as otherwise we reduce the values in the same
way. For this case we compute:
(1− ε) · (f ′r(e)− g
′
s1
(e)) = (fr(e)− ε)− gs1(e)
= fr(e)− gs1(e)− ε
= gs2(e)− gs1,s2(e)− ε
≥ ε[v∗,s2] − ε
≥ 0
b) We compute for v ∈ V :
(1− ε) ·
(
g′si(δ
+
G(v)) − g
′
si
(δ−G(v))
)
= gsi(δ
+
G(v)) − gsi(δ
−
G(v))− ε · Jv = rK + ε · Jv = siK
= Jv = rK− Jv = siK− ε · (Jv = rK− Jv = siK)
= (1− ε) · (Jv = rK− Jv = siK)
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c) Using gs1(e) + gs2(e) = fr(e) + gs1,s2(e) we compute for v ∈ V \R:
(1− ε) ·
(
f ′r(δ
+
G(v)) − f
′
r(δ
−
G(v))
)
= fr(δ
+
G(v)) − fr(δ
−
G(v))− ε · Jv = rK + ε ·
∑
i∈{1,2}
Jv = siK− ε · Jv = v∗K
= gs1,s2(δ
−
G(v)) − gs1,s2(δ
+
G(v))− ε · Jv = v∗K
≥ εv∗ · Jv = v∗K− ε · Jv = v∗K
≥ 0
Since (u′, f ′r, g
′) is a solution of MCFR+ we obtain:
optBCR+(G,R, c) =
∑
e∈E(G)
c(e) · u(e)
=
∑
e∈E(G)
c(e) ·
(
(1− ε) · u′(e) + ε · Je ∈ E(T )K
)
= (1− ε) ·
∑
e∈E(G)
c(e) · u′(e) + ε · c(E(T ))
≥ (1− ε) · optBCR+(G,R, c) + ε · optSTP(G,R, c)
And therefore:
optBCR+(G,R, c) ≥ optSTP(G,R, c)
As already explained, Theorem 2.7 with Theorem 1.1 immediately proves Theorem 1.5.
Remark. If one were to iterate the procedure of extracting Steiner trees, one would obtain a
finite convex combination of Steiner trees for the solution (u, f). For that, consider:
φ(f) :=
∣∣∣{v ∈ V \ {r} : gs1,s2(δ−G(v)) > gs1,s2(δ+G(v))}∣∣∣
+ |{e ∈ E↔ : gs1,s2(e) > 0}|
+
∑
i∈[2]
|{e ∈ E↔ : gsi(e) > gs1,s2(e)}|
φ(f ′) is defined analogously. By the definition of ε we have φ(f ′) < φ(f). Therefore, by induction
we know (u′, f ′) has a convex combination
∑k
i=1 λi · Ti. Then (1 − ε) ·
∑k
i=1 λi · Ti + ε · T is a
convex combination of (u, f).
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Figure 2: Goemans’ instance series
3 Simplex based Steiner tree instances yielding large gaps
In [BGRS13] it is proven that gapBCR,STP ≥
36
31 ≈ 1.161. The authors construct a series of
instances which are based on an instance constructed by Skutella [BGRS13, KPT11], which
itself can be expressed via a set cover instance. Skutella’s instance is actually a special case of
the former instances and achieves an integrality gap of 87 ≈ 1.142. The approach can easily be
generalized to arbitrary set cover instances obtaining set cover based Steiner tree instances, the
proofs in [BGRS13] can be adapted naturally and it is easy to see that the respective solutions
are also valid for BCR+ (Appendix A). In particular choosing again the set cover instance for
Skutella’s instance we obtain gapBCR+,STP ≥
36
31 .
Hence, an interesting question is whether there is another class of instances which improves
this bound by exploiting the weaknesses of BCR towards BCR+. Therefore, we are particularly
interested in instances (G,R, c) such that gapBCR,BCR+(G,R, c) is large. Based on the work of
Chakrabarty et al. [CDV11] about embedding Steiner tree instances into simplices, we will show
that there is a class of instances yielding gapBCR,BCR+ ≥
6
5 = 1.2. Note that this also implies
gapBCR,STP ≥
6
5 , improving the previous best known lower bound of
36
31 ≈ 1.161.
The first notable lower bound on the integrality gap for BCR was proved by Goemans [Vaz01,
Exercise 22.11]. He constructed a series of instances also yielding an integrality gap of 87 . The
main difference to the set cover based Steiner tree instances is, that on Goemans’ instances BCR+
is exact and therefore gapBCR,BCR+ ≥
8
7 . An instance consists of a graph with d + 1 required
vertices, namely s1, . . . , sd and a distinguished required vertex r. These required vertices are
embedded in gadgets as depicted in Figure 2a. Note that we have already encountered these
gadgets in Figure 1a. The whole graph is given by the composition of these gadgets where
corresponding vertices are identified. That means, the graph has d + 2 ·
(d
2
)
Steiner vertices,
namely ai for i ∈ [d] and bi,j, ci,j for i, j ∈ [d] with i 6= j and 2 · d+(2+ 3) ·
(d
2
)
undirected edges
which each have cost as depicted. Let GId denote Goemans’ instance for a certain d.
It is easy to see that for each i ∈ [d] there are d edge-disjoint paths from r to si using only
the directed edges in each gadget as indicated in Figure 2b. Therefore setting u ≡ 1
d
and
the respective flow values to 1
d
or 0, we can easily verify that this is a solution of MCFR.
The cost computes to 1
d
(
2 ·
(
2 · d+ 2 ·
(d
2
))
+ 1 ·
(
3 ·
(d
2
)))
= 1
d
(
7 ·
(d
2
)
+ 4 · d
)
= 7·d+12 . Hence,
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optBCR(GId) ≤
7·d+1
2 . On the other hand, it is easy to see that optBCR+(GId) ≤ 4 · d, by
connecting each si to r along ai. In Corollary 3.5 we will show that optBCR+(GId) = 4 · d holds.
We obtain gapBCR,BCR+(GId) ≥
8·d
7·d+1 and therefore gapBCR,BCR+ ≥
8
7 .
3.1 Simplex Embedding of Steiner tree instances
Chakrabarty et al. [CDV11] propose two lower bounds on the optimal cost of a Steiner tree for a
given instance (G,R, c). The idea is to embed the vertices V (G) into a simplex of a certain size
while respecting the L1-distance between neighbouring vertices given by the respective edge cost.
The lower bound is then given by spreading the required vertices in their assigned dimensions
as far as possible and summing over their respective coordinates. For a precise definition we
need the following notion of simplices.
Definition 3.1. For d ∈ N, K ∈ {R,Z} and s ∈ K≥0 we define:
△Kd,s :=
{
x ∈ Kd+1≥0 :
d+1∑
i=1
xi = s
}
We call △Kd,s the d-dimensional continuous/discrete simplex of size s.
For the rest of Section 3 we denote by ei the i-th unit vector in the respective space. △
R
d,s is the
convex hull of the points {s · ei : i ∈ [d+ 1]}.
For a Steiner tree instance (G = (V,E), R, c) let d ∈ N be such that |R| = d + 1 and assume
R = {r1, . . . , rd+1}. In this way each required vertex is made to correspond with a dimension
of Rd+1. Then we obtain the following two maximization problems from [CDV11]. Recall that
‖x‖1 =
∑n
i=1 |xi| denotes the L
1-distance for a vector x ∈ Rn.
SE
max 2 ·
(
d+1∑
i=1
y(ri)i − s
)
s.t. y : V → Rd+1≥0 , s ∈ R≥0
‖y(v)− y(w)‖1 ≤ c({v,w}) {v,w} ∈ E
y(v) ∈ △Rd,s v ∈ V
SE+
max 2 ·
(
d+1∑
i=1
y(ri)i − s
)
s.t. y : V → Rd+1≥0 , s ∈ R≥0
‖y(v) − y(w)‖1 ≤ c({v,w}) {v,w} ∈ E
y(r) ∈ △Rd,s r ∈ R
y(v) ∈
⋃
s≤s′
△Rd,s′ v ∈ V \R
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Theorem 3.2 ([CDV11]). Let (G,R, c) be a Steiner tree instance, then
optSE(G,R, c) = optBCR(G,R, c)
optSE+(G,R, c) = optBCR+(G,R, c)
Initially Chakrabarty et al. [CDV11] prove combinatorially that SE and SE+ is a lower bound for
STP. But they also show, that these two maximization problems are actually dual formulations
of a slightly different but equivalent version of MBFR.
The constraints ‖y(v) − y(w)‖1 ≤ c({v,w}) can be implemented using auxiliary variables
zi({v,w}) for each dimension i ∈ [d+1] as we want to maximize y(ri)i, namely |y(v)i−y(w)i| ≤
zi({v,w}) and
∑
i∈[d+1] zi({v,w}) ≤ c({v,w}). These dual variables correspond to the primal
constraints fr(v,w) + fr(w, v) ≤ u({v,w}).
In [CDV11] SE is called simplex embedding since y is actually a function which maps to △Rd,s.
For SE+ we allow Steiner vertices to be mapped to
⋃
s≤s′△
R
d,s′, we adopt the term from [CDV11]
and say the Steiner vertices are mapped above the simplex △Rd,s. With this geometrical relation
the authors construct a 43 -approximation algorithm for quasi-bipartite instances and also upper
bound the integrality gaps for these instances by the same value. Note that the current best
factor of an approximation algorithm for these instances as well as the upper bound on their
integrality gaps is 7360 ≈ 1.217 [GORZ12].
Since our main motivation is to construct instances (G,R, c) such that gapBCR,BCR+(G,R, c) is
large, we will investigate these dual formulations further.
The optimization goal in SE and SE+ is to spread the required vertices in their corresponding
dimensions as far as the respective graph structure with the given edge-costs admits. Therefore,
we want to construct instances which for given s ∈ R≥0 are easy to embed above △
R
d,s, but need
a much more compact embedding into the simplex itself, i.e. it is much more complicated to
spread the d+ 1 required vertices in their dimensions.
3.2 Simplex based Steiner tree instances
For given d ∈ N and s ∈ R≥0 our idea is to create a graph on the vertex set
⋃
s≤s′△
R
d,s′ with
{s · ei : i ∈ [d + 1]} as required vertices and the L
1-distances between neighbouring vertices
as edge-costs. One could consider the infinite complete graph on the vertex set
⋃
s≤s′△
R
d,s′ , but
there might be many vertices and edges which do not contribute to a more compact embedding
into △Rd,s.
Therefore we start with a discretization of △Rd,s, namely △
Z
d,s, and try to figure out which
additional points in
⋃
s≤s′△
R
d,s′ with appropriate edges contribute to a more compact embedding.
The following observation suggests a possible construction:
A useful decomposition of △Zd,s is given by the notion of support. We define for a point v ∈ △
Z
d,s:
supportd(v) := {i ∈ [d+ 1] : vi > 0}
leveld(v) := | supportd(v)| − 1
△Zd,s contains a point on level l if and only if l + 1 ≤ s. Let d, s ∈ N and v ∈ △
Z
d,s+1. Consider
the following star graph:
△∗d(v) := ({v} ∪ {v − ei : i ∈ supportd(v)}, {{v, v − ei} : i ∈ i ∈ supportd(v)})
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(a) leveld(v) = 2 (b) leveld(v) = 3
Figure 3: In both pictures we see a vertex v ∈ △Zd,s+1 (white point) and the respective star
graph △∗d(v). Therefore the black points are the vertices v− ei for i ∈ supportd(v). The dashed
polygon shows the intersection of the unit ball with △Zd,s with respect to L
1 around v and the
solid polygon shows the intersection of the unit ball with △Zd,s with respect to L
1 around the
orthogonal projection v − 1leveld(v)+1
∑
j∈supportd(v)
ej onto △
R
d,s.
△∗d(v) can easily be embed above △
R
d,s with unit edge-costs, since ‖v − (v − ei)‖1 = 1 and
v − ei ∈ △
R
d,s. If we want to embed △
∗
d(v) into △
R
d,s we need to project v on △
R
d,s, which could
be done by a orthogonal projection on the point v − 1leveld(v)+1
∑
j∈supportd(v)
ej , which is the
centre of the points v − ei and therefore within △
R
d,s. But now we need a much more compact
embedding since: ∥∥∥∥∥∥

v − 1
leveld(v) + 1
∑
j∈supportd(v)
ej

− (v − ei)
∥∥∥∥∥∥
1
=
(
1−
1
leveld(v) + 1
)
+ leveld(v) ·
1
leveld(v) + 1
= 2 ·
leveld(v)
leveld(v) + 1
Therefore this approach seems quite promising. Another way to illustrate this property is to
consider the unit ball on △Rd,s of v and its projection. Examples for leveld(v) ∈ {2, 3} are
presented in Figure 3. Using these gadgets △∗d(v) to connect the points in △
Z
d,s results in the
following simplex based Steiner tree instance.
Definition 3.3. Let d, s ∈ N. We define the d-dimensional simplex graph of size s to be
the undirected graph SGd,s = (Vd,s,Ed,s) given by:
Vd,s := △
Z
d,s ∪
{
v ∈ △Zd,s+1 : max
i∈[d+1]
vi ≤ s
}
Ed,s := {{v,w} : v,w ∈ Vd,s ∧ ‖v − w‖1 = 1}
Furthermore, we define the d-dimensional simplex instance of size s to be the Steiner tree
instance SId,s = (SGd,s,Rd,s, cL1) given by Rd,s := {ri : i ∈ [d + 1]} where ri := s · ei ∈ △
Z
d,s,
i.e. (ri)j = s · Ji = jK, and cL1({v,w}) := ‖v − w‖1.
For an edge {v,w} ∈ Ed,s by definition we have either v ∈ △
Z
d,s ∧w ∈ △
Z
d,s+1 or vice versa, since
points within each respective simplex always have L1-distance at least 2. The d + 1 vertices
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(a) d = 2 (b) d = 3
Figure 4: STId,s with s = 3 projected onto d dimensions. Vertices in △
Z
d,s are coloured black,
vertices in △Zd,s+1 are coloured white and required vertices are squared black.
{v ∈ △Zd,s+1 : maxi∈[d+1] vi = s+ 1} are of no interest as they are just antennas to the required
vertices Rd,s. Rd,s consists of the d+1 outermost vertices in △
Z
d,s. Rd,s is defined in view of SE
and SE+. An example is shown in Figure 4. SGd,s is actually a composition of the star graphs
△∗d(v) from our motivation at each v ∈ △
Z
d,s+1.
We can easily prove the optimum solution values for BCR+, HYP and STP:
Theorem 3.4. Let SId,s be a simplex instance, then:
optBCR+(SId,s) = optHYP(SId,s) = optSTP(SId,s) = 2 · s · d
Proof. The distance between two required vertices with respect to the edge-costs is exactly 2 · s.
As we have d+1 required vertices, a minimum spanning tree induces a Steiner tree of length 2·s·d.
This implies optSTP(SId,s) ≤ 2 ·s ·d. By Theorem 3.2 we also know that optBCR+(SId,s) ≥ 2 ·s ·d.
The vertices themselves induce the dual solution y : Vd,s → R
d+1 with the required properties.
Since (ri)i = s this implies an objective value of 2 ·
∑
i∈[d+1] y(ri)i − 2 · s = 2 · s · d. The claimed
equalities then follow immediately with Theorem 1.1.
Note that this implies that STP is easy on these instances, as already a minimum spanning tree
induced solution suffices.
Looking back at Goemans’ instance GId, we see that the corresponding graph is a minor of SGd,2
respecting the cost of the edges. Therefore we obtain with the previous upper bound:
Corollary 3.5. optBCR+(GId) = optHYP(GId) = optSTP(GId) = 4 · d
With Corollary 3.5 we obtain gapBCR,BCR+(SId,2) ≥ gapBCR,BCR+(GId) ≥
8
7 and therefore
gapBCR,BCR+ ≥
8
7 ≈ 1.142. We want to improve the lower bound for gapBCR,BCR+ and for
that we have to determine a good upper bound on the optimum value of SId,s for arbitrary s
regarding BCR.
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3.3 A lower bound on the gap of simplex based instances
d gapBCR,BCR+(SId,d)
1 1
2 1.06666
3 1.09459
4 1.12116
5 1.13939
6 1.15042
7 1.16094
8 1.16883
9 1.17340
Table 2
Exemplary LP-solver solutions stated in Table 2 confirm that
the instances SId,s yield large integrality gaps (the values are
all truncated after the fifth decimal place). We beat 87 ≈ 1.142
at d = s = 6 and even pass the current best lower bound of
36
31 ≈ 1.161 on the integrability gap of BCR at d = s = 8.
Note that the number of variables grows exponentially in the
dimension d. For this reason we were only able to compute
solution values up to d = s = 9.
It turns out that it is rather difficult to define (optimum) solu-
tions in general that are provably good enough to improve on
the lower bounds for the respective gaps, even with the help of
exemplary LP-solver solutions. Even though the simplex based
instances are quite symmetrical, optimum LP-solver solutions
show that the variable values are complicated and miscella-
neous in contrast to set cover based instances (Appendix A).
This characteristic is understandable if one remembers that the gadgets △∗d(v) have different
factors of influence on a more compact embedding in △Rd,s with respect to the L
1-norm. At least
it seems that there are quantitative patterns for optimum solutions (u, b) of MBFR:
Our gadgets △∗d(v) at vertices v ∈ △
Z
d,s+1 within a certain L
1-distance to the required vertices
do not seem to contribute to a more compact embedding. Therefore we only consider a specific
centre of SGd,s and connect at the border directly to the required vertices while still respecting
the costs. This also avoids unnecessarily difficult notation in the end.
Definition 3.6. Let d, s, δ ∈ N be such that 2 · δ ≤ s.
We define the d-dimensional simplified simplex graph of size s to be the undirected graph
SGd,s,δ = (Vd,s,δ ∪ Rd,s,Ed,s,δ ∪ Fd,s,δ), given as follows:
Vd,s,δ :=
{
v ∈ △Zd,s ∪△
Z
d,s+1 : max
i∈[d+1]
vi ≤ s− δ
}
Ed,s,δ := {{v,w} : v,w ∈ Vd,s,δ ∧ ‖v − w‖1 = 1}
Fd,s,δ :=
{
{ri, v} : ri ∈ Rd,s,δ, v ∈ △
Z
d,s ∩ Vd,s,δ ∧ vi = s− δ
}
We define the d-dimensional simplified simplex instance of size s to be the Steiner tree
instance SId,s,δ = (SGd,s,δ,Rd,s, cL1).
By construction SId,s,0 = SId,s, however, we will restrict ourselves to δ ≥ 1 such that Vd,s,δ and
Rd,s are disjoint. It is easy to see that optBCR(SId,s) ≤ optBCR(SId,s,δ) and optBCR+(SId,s) =
optBCR+(SId,s,δ). We have the following vertex degree structure in SId,s,δ:
|δSGd,s,δ(ri ∈ Rd,s,δ)| =
∣∣∣{v ∈ △Zd,s : vi = s− δ}∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣△Zd−1,δ∣∣∣
|δSGd,s(v ∈ △
Z
d,s ∩ Vd,s,δ)| = (d+ 1)− | supportd(v)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
neighbour w∈△Z
d,s+1
leveld(w)=leveld(v)+1
+ | supportd(v)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
neighbour w∈△Z
d,s+1
leveld(w)=leveld(v)
or neighbour ri∈Rd,s,δ
= d+ 1
|δSGd,s(v ∈ △
Z
d,s+1 ∩ Vd,s,δ)| = | supportd(v)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
neighbour w∈△Z
d,s
= leveld(v) + 1
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With our notion of level we have already partitioned the vertices of SGd,s. This can also be done
for the edges by defining leveld({v,w}) := max{leveld(v), leveld(w)}. Moreover, if we divide the
vertex balances b into bi for vertices in △
Z
d,s+i for i ∈ {0, 1}, then, apart from vertices and edges
within a certain L1-distance to the required vertices, it seems that the edge usages u and vertex
balances bi are homogeneous on their respective level l and connected in the following way:
b0(l) = +(l − 1) · u(l) + (d− l) · u(l + 1)
b1(l) = −(l − 1) · u(l)
Restricting ourselves to the above solution structure, we were able to define and prove solutions
on SId,s,δ for certain δ but only in the case u(l) = 0 for l ≥ 3. Hence, we are only using a small
subset of the edges, namely edges on level 1 and 2, even though LP-solver solutions suggest
that the remaining edges generally contribute to the optimum solution as well (see Table 3 in
Section 4). It is still an open question whether this observation above is in general the truth.
Although the partitioning into bi(l) and u(l) seems quite promising, we think the graph on which
this holds is much more complicated than SGd,s,δ. We think this is mostly due to the fact that
the unit balls within △Rl,s are much more complicated in higher dimensions l. It is likely that a
different approach is needed to find even better bounds on the optimum value for this class of
instances.
Before we prove an upper bound in Lemma 3.13 on the optimum solution value of BCR for SId,s,
in particular SId,s,δ, we will first propose our underlying solution of MBFR only using edges on
level 1 and 2 in Lemma 3.9. For that, we will need two lemmas, which show how to handle the
flow on specific subgraphs. Lemma 3.7 will be needed for distributing flow along edges on level
1 and Lemma 3.8 will be needed for distributing flow along edges on level 2. For illustrations
see Figure 5, in particular Figure 5b.
Lemma 3.7. Let P be an undirected path of length p, i.e. V (P ) = {v1, . . . , vp+1} and E(P ) =
{{vi, vi+1} : i ∈ [p]}. Let γ ∈ R≥0 and b : V (P )→ R be given by
b(vi) =
{
−(p− 1) · γ if i ∈ {1, p + 1}
2 · γ otherwise
Then there exists a bidirected balance-flow f : E↔(P ) → R≥0 on P with respect to b such that
for all {v,w} ∈ E(P ) we have f(v,w) + f(w, v) ≤ (p− 1) · γ.
Proof. Note that b(V (P )) = 2 · (−(p− 1) · γ) + (p − 1) · (2 · γ) = 0.
We define f : E↔(P )→ R≥0 by
f(vi, vi+1) = (i− 1) · γ i ∈ [p]
f(vi+1, vi) = (p− i) · γ i ∈ [p]
We immediately see that f(vi, vi+1) + f(vi+1, vi) ≤ (p− 1) · γ.
Hence, we only have to check the flow-balance conditions:
f(δ+P (v1))− f(δ
−
P (v1)) = f(v1, v2)− f(v2, v1) = −(p− 1) · γ
f(δ+P (vp+1))− f(δ
−
P (vp+1)) = f(vp+1, vp)− f(vp, vp+1) = −(p− 1) · γ
For i ∈ [p + 1] \ {1, p + 1} we have:
f(δ+P (vi))− f(δ
−
P (vi)) = f(vi, vi+1) + f(vi, vi−1)− f(vi+1, vi)− f(vi−1, vi)
= (i− 1) · γ + (p− (i− 1)) · γ − (p− i) · γ − ((i− 1)− 1) · γ
= 2 · γ
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Lemma 3.8. Let s, δ ∈ N be such that s = 3 · δ − 2.
Let G = (V,E) be given by
V :=
{
v ∈ △Z2,s : ∀i ∈ [3] 0 ≤ vi ≤ s− δ
}
∪
{
v ∈ △Z2,s+1 : ∀i ∈ [3] 1 ≤ vi ≤ s− δ + 1
}
E := {{v,w} : v,w ∈ V ∧ ‖v − w‖1 = 1}
Let γ ∈ R≥0 and b : V → R be given by
b(v) =
{
+γ if v ∈ △Z2,s ∩ V
−γ if v ∈ △Z2,s+1 ∩ V
Then there exists a bidirected balance-flow f : E↔ → R≥0 on G with respect to b such that for
all {v,w} ∈ E we have f(v,w) + f(w, v) ≤ γ.
Proof. To obtain a bidirected balance-flow we will use a perfect matching in G between the
vertices in △Z2,s ∩ V and △
Z
2,s+1 ∩ V , motivated by the definition of b.
We define for i ∈ [3] the following vertex-sets:
Ai :=
{
v ∈ V : vi ≤
s+ 2
3
− 1 ∧ min
j∈[3]\{i}
vj ≥
s+ 2
3
}
Bi :=
{
v ∈ V : vi ≥
s+ 2
3
∧ max
j∈[3]\{i}
vj ≤
s+ 2
3
− 1
}
The sets Ai and Bi form a partition of V : Since s ≤
∑
i∈[3] vi ≤ s+1, there exist i1, i2 ∈ [3] with
i1 6= i2 such that vi1 ≤
s+2
3 − 1 and vi2 ≥
s+2
3 . Therefore, either v ∈ Ai1 or v ∈ Bi2 . We will
define the perfect matching within each set Ai and Bi. Note that
s+2
3 = δ ≥ 1 as s = 3 · δ − 2.
If for v ∈ △Z2,s ∩ V there exists i ∈ [3] such that vi = 0, then v ∈ Ai as otherwise maxj∈[3] vj ≥
s − (0 + (s+23 − 1)) = s − δ + 1 > s − δ. If for v ∈ △
Z
2,s+1 ∩ V there exists i ∈ [3] such that
vi = s− δ + 1, then v ∈ Bi as otherwise minj∈[3] vj ≤ (s + 1)− ((s − δ + 1) +
s+2
3 ) = 0.
For v ∈ △Z2,s ∩ V we have |{i ∈ [3] : vi = 0}| ∈ {0, 1} as otherwise we obtain the contradiction∑
i∈[3] vi ≤ s− δ < s as δ ≥ 1. For v ∈ △
Z
2,s+1 ∩ V we have |{i ∈ [3] : vi = s− δ +1}| ∈ {0, 1} as
otherwise we obtain the contradiction
∑
i∈[3] vi ≥ 2 · (s− δ+1) + 1 = s+1+ δ > s+1 as δ ≥ 1.
Therefore, if v ∈ Ai ∩ △
Z
2,s, then v + ei ∈ Ai ∩ △
Z
2,s+1 as otherwise maxj∈[3] vj ≤
s+2
3 − 1
contradicting
∑
j∈[3] vj = s, and if v ∈ Bi ∩ △
Z
2,s+1, then v − ei ∈ Bi ∩ △
Z
2,s as otherwise
minj∈[3] vj ≥
s+2
3 contradicting
∑
j∈[3] vj = s+1. On the other hand, if v− ei ∈ Bi ∩△
Z
2,s, then
v ∈ Bi ∩△
Z
2,s+1, and if v ∈ Ai ∩△
Z
2,s+1, then v − ei ∈ Ai ∩△
Z
2,s.
Finally, we obtain for i ∈ [3] and v ∈ △Z2,s∩V that v+ei ∈ Ai ⇔ v ∈ Ai and v+ei ∈ Bi ⇔ v ∈ Bi
and for v ∈ △Z2,s+1 ∩ V we have v − ei ∈ Ai ⇔ v ∈ Ai and v − ei ∈ Bi ⇔ v ∈ Bi.
This induces a perfect matching in G between the vertices in △Z2,s ∩ V and △
Z
2,s+1 ∩ V within
each set Ai and Bi. We define for v ∈ △
Z
2,s+1 ∩ V and i ∈ [3]:
f(v − ei, v) := γ · Jv ∈ Ai ∨ v ∈ BiK
f respects the edge-usage bounds and is a bidirected balance-flow with respect to b.
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We are now able to propose our underlying solution of MBFR for SId,s,δ. For that we will
consider a slightly different Graph SG′d,s,δ, in which we split up the required vertices for easier
notation. In Lemma 3.13 we will see that Lemma 3.9 implies a solution of MBFR for SId,s,δ, by
contracting these auxiliary vertices in SG′d,s,δ back to the respective required vertices.
Lemma 3.9. Let d ∈ N and k ∈ [d+ 1]. Let s, δ ∈ N be such that 2 · δ ≤ s.
Let Ri :=
{
v ∈ △Zd,s+1 : vi = s− δ + 1
}
be auxiliary vertices for each required vertex ri ∈ Rd,s
(Ri are disjoint as 2 · δ ≤ s). Let SG
′
d,s,δ := (V
′
d,s,δ, E
′
d,s,δ) be given by
V ′d,s,δ := Vd,s,δ ∪
⋃
i∈[d+1]
Ri
E′d,s,δ :=
{
{v,w} : v,w ∈ V ′d,s,δ ∧ ‖v − w‖1 = 1
}
Let u′ : [d]→ R≥0 be given by
u′(l) =
1(d+1
2
)
· (2 · s− 3 · δ + 1)
·


(d+ 1) · s− d · (3 · δ − 2)− 1 if l = 1
3 if l = 2
0 if l ≥ 3
Let bk : V
′
d,s,δ → R be given as follows. Let v ∈ V
′
d,s,δ and l := leveld(v).
If v ∈ Vd,s,δ, i.e. maxi∈[d+1] vi ≤ s− δ:
bk(v) =
{
+(l − 1) · u′(l) + (d− l) · u′(l + 1) if v ∈ △Zd,s
−(l − 1) · u′(l) if v ∈ △Zd,s+1
If v ∈ Ri:
bk(v) = (Ji = kK− Ji 6= kK) · u
′(l)
If d = 2 or d ≥ 3 ∧ s = 3 · δ − 2, then there exists for SG′d,s,δ a bidirected balance flow fk :
E↔(SG
′
d,s,δ)→ R≥0 with respect to bk and u : E
′
d,s,δ → R≥0 defined by u(e) = u
′(leveld(e)).
Proof. Note that we only have to deal with vertices on level 1 and 2, as bk(v) = 0 for v ∈ V
′
d,s,δ
with leveld(v) ≥ 3. Also the edges on levels higher than 2 have value 0 under fk induced by u.
Moreover, edges that we do not specify fk for in the following have value 0 under fk as well.
We will first define fk for edges incident to vertices which contain k in their support. After this
we proceed with the definition of fk for edges between vertices without k in their support.
So we now consider the edges incident to the edge-level representatives v ∈ △Zd,s+1 ∩ V
′
d,s,δ with
k ∈ supportd(v). For i ∈ supportd(v) with v − ei ∈ △
Z
d,s ∩ V
′
d,s,δ we define:
fk(v − ei, v) := u
′(leveld(v)) · Ji 6= kK
fk(v, v − ei) := u
′(leveld(v)) · Ji = kK
For an illustration see Figure 5a.
We easily see that fk(v − ei, v) + fk(v, v − ei) ≤ u
′(leveld(v)) = u({v, v − ei}).
Furthermore, the balance conditions hold: Let v ∈ V ′d,s,δ be such that k ∈ supportd(v). It is
clear for v ∈ Ri as {v, v − ei} ∈ E
′
d,s,δ is the only incident edge and bk(v) = (Ji = kK − Ji 6=
kK) · u′(leveld(v)). So assume v ∈ Vd,s,δ, i.e. maxi∈[d+1] vi ≤ s− δ:
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(a) Flow structure on edges on level at most 2 incident to vertices with k in their support.
The k-th dimension is the one increasing in direction towards the top of the page. At the bottom the
flow structure on edges on level 1 between vertices without k in their support is also indicated.
Ai1Ai2
Ai3
Bi3
Bi1 Bi2
(b) Flow structure on edges on level at most 2 between vertices without k in their support.
The partition sets Ai and Bi from the proof of Lemma 3.8 are indicated via dashed lines.
Note that the white and squared black vertices on level 1 are not contained in Ai and Bi.
Figure 5: Illustrations for the proof of Lemma 3.9 of the flow structure in SG’d,s,δ as defined
in Lemma 3.9 with s = 10 and δ = 4.
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If v ∈ △Zd,s+1: fk(δ
+
SG′
d,s,δ
(v)) − fk(δ
−
SG′
d,s,δ
(v))
=
∑
i∈supportd(v)
( fk(v, v − ei)− fk(v − ei, v) )
= u′(leveld(v)) − (| supportd(v)| − 1) · u
′(leveld(v))
= −(leveld(v) − 1) · u
′(leveld(v)) = bk(v)
If v ∈ △Zd,s: fk(δ
+
SG′
d,s,δ
(v)) − fk(δ
−
SG′
d,s,δ
(v))
=
∑
i∈[d+1]
( fk(v, v + ei)− fk(v + ei, v) )
= −u′(leveld(v + ek)) +
∑
i∈[d+1]\{k}
u′(leveld(v + ei))
= −u′(leveld(v)) + (| supportd(v)| − 1) · u
′(leveld(v))
+ (d+ 1− | supportd(v)|) · u
′(leveld(v) + 1)
= (leveld(v)− 1) · u
′(leveld(v)) + (d− leveld(v)) · u
′(leveld(v) + 1) = bk(v)
This proves all required properties for vertices which contain k in their support.
Now we deal with edges between vertices without k in their support. From the construction of
fk so far, we only have incoming flow at vertices v ∈ △
Z
d,s ∩ Vd,s,δ with vk = 0 and it is of value
u′(leveld(v) + 1) as leveld(v + ek) = leveld(v) + 1 and fk(v + ek, v) = u
′(leveld(v) + 1).
Note that we actually only have positive flow on edges on level 1 and 2 and therefore only
vertices in △Zd,s ∩ Vd,s,δ on level 1 have incoming flow and it is of value u
′(2). For an illustration
see again Figure 5a.
Let v ∈ △Zd,s ∩ Vd,s,δ be such that vk = 0 and leveld(v) = 1. As bk(v) = (d− 1) · u
′(2) we have to
accommodate d ·u′(2) units of flow. Further note that for v′ ∈ △Zd,s+1∩V
′
d,s,δ with leveld(v
′) = 1
we have
bk(v
′) =
{
0 if maxi∈[d+1] v
′
i ≤ s− δ
−u′(1) if maxi∈[d+1] v
′
i = s− δ + 1
This allows us to use Lemma 3.7 with γ = u′(2) and p = s − 2 · δ + 2 to move 2 · u′(2) units of
outgoing flow at v to the two vertices vi ∈ Ri with i ∈ supportd(v), i.e. (v
i)i = s− δ + 1, along
the 1-dimensional subgraph with 2 · (s− 2 · δ) + 2 edges, which can be interpreted as a path of
length s − 2 · δ + 2 since bk(v
′) = 0 for v′ ∈ △Zd,s+1 ∩ Vd,s,δ with leveld(v
′) = 1. To see that this
is possible we need the case distinction d = 2 and d ≥ 3.
First consider d = 2. The values of u′ simplify to:
u′(l) =
1
2 · s− 3 · δ + 1
·
{
s− 2 · δ + 1 if l = 1
1 if l = 2
Then bk(v
i) = −u′(1) = −(s − 2 · δ + 1) · u′(2) = −(p − 1) · γ and bk(v) = 2 · γ. Hence we can
apply Lemma 3.7 with the chosen γ and p. Note that this concludes the proof for d = 2.
Now consider d ≥ 3. We have the restriction s = 3 · δ − 2. The values of u′ simplify to:
u′(l) =
1(d+1
2
) ·


1 if l = 1
3
s−1 if l = 2
0 if l ≥ 3
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Then bk(v
i) = −u′(1) = − s−13 · u
′(2) = −(δ − 1) · u′(2) = −(s − 2 · δ + 1) · u′(2) = −(p − 1) · γ
and bk(v) = 2 · γ. Hence we can also apply Lemma 3.7 with the chosen γ and p.
Now, all flow balance conditions on level 1 are fulfilled, except the (d − 2) · u′(2) units of flow
left at the vertices v ∈ △Zd,s ∩ Vd,s,δ on level 1. Moreover, since d ≥ 3, we still have to deal with
vertices on level 2 without k in their support.
For v ∈ △Zd,s ∩ Vd,s,δ on level 1 with vk = 0 we have d− 2 different supports I ⊆ [d+ 1] of size 3
such that supportd(v) ⊂ I and k /∈ I. On the other hand, for all supports I ⊆ [d + 1] of size 3
and k /∈ I we still need to handle the vertex-balances of the respective vertices, which are u′(2)
for vertices in v ∈ △Zd,s ∩ V
′
d,s,δ and −u
′(2) for vertices in v ∈ △Zd,s+1 ∩ V
′
d,s,δ.
We will distribute the flow using Lemma 3.8 with γ = u′(2). For an illustration see Figure 5b.
More precisely, for given I ⊆ [d + 1] such that |I| = 3 and k /∈ I we need to define the flow for
the edges incident to the vertices v ∈ △Zd,s+1 with supportd(v) = I. The subgraph of SG
′
d,s,δ
induced by these edges is isomorphic to the one considered in Lemma 3.8. With the outgoing
flow at the vertices v ∈ △Zd,s ∩ V
′
d,s,δ on level 1, we obtain the following balance values:
b˜(v) =
{
+u′(2) if v ∈ △Zd,s ∩ V
′
d,s,δ ∧ supportd(v) ⊆ I
−u′(2) if v ∈ △Zd,s+1 ∩ V
′
d,s,δ ∧ supportd(v) = I
Hence with our chosen γ we obtain with Lemma 3.8 a bidirected balance-flow on each subgraph
induced by an I ⊆ [d+ 1] such that |I| = 3 and k /∈ I as described above.
In total we have accumulated a bidirected balance-flow fk on SG
′
d,s,δ for u and bk and this
concludes the proof.
We will now provide combinatorial formulas, which help for counting certain vertices and edges
in our simplified graph, to be able to compute the cost of our solution in Lemma 3.9. An
important formula is the number of points in a d-dimensional discrete simplex of size s, i.e.
|△Zd,s|, as all following formulas are built on this information. The numbers |△
Z
d,s| are also
known as simplicial polytopic numbers, but to the best of our knowledge there is no proof that
fits our context for counting the points in △Zd,s. However, it is easy to prove:
Lemma 3.10.
|△Zd,s| =
(
d+ s
d
)
Proof. We will prove this equation by constructing a bijection ϕ : △Zd,s ↔ {A ⊆ [d+s] : |A| = d}.
Since |{A ⊆ [d+ s] : |A| = d}| =
(d+s
d
)
this is sufficient. ϕ is defined by:
ϕ(x) :=
{
k∑
i=1
xi + k : k ∈ [d]
}
The inverse ϕ−1 can be defined as follows:
ϕ−1({1 ≤ a1 < . . . < ad ≤ d+ s}) :=

xi =


ai − 1 if i = 1
ai − ai−1 − 1 if i ∈ [d] \ {1}
s+ d− ai−1 if i = d+ 1


i∈[d+1]
With ϕ−1 it can be easily verified that ϕ is indeed a bijection. Note that for x ∈ △Zd,s xd+1 is
already determined by x1, . . . , xd.
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Often the binomial coefficient
(n
k
)
is only defined for 0 ≤ k ≤ n. A convenient convention allows
arbitrary values by defining
(n
k
)
to be 0 if k does not fulfill the above condition. We will make
use of this.
Lemma 3.11. Let d, s, k ∈ N be such that 2 · k + 1 ≥ s.∣∣∣∣∣
{
v ∈ △Zd,s : max
i∈[d+1]
vi ≤ k
}∣∣∣∣∣ =
(
d+ s
d
)
− (d+ 1) ·
(
d+ s− (k + 1)
d
)
Proof. Let v ∈ △Zd,s. Then |{i ∈ [d + 1] : vi ≥ k + 1}| ∈ {0, 1} since 2 · k + 1 ≥ s and∑
i∈[d+1] vi = s. With that in mind we can prove the claimed equality:∣∣∣∣∣
{
v ∈ △Zd,s : max
i∈[d+1]
vi ≤ k
}∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣△Zd,s∣∣∣− ∣∣∣{v ∈ △Zd,s : ∃i ∈ [d+ 1] vi ≥ k + 1}∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣△Zd,s∣∣∣− ∑
i∈[d+1]
∣∣∣{v ∈ △Zd,s : vi ≥ k + 1}∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣△Zd,s∣∣∣− ∑
i∈[d+1]
∣∣∣△Zd,s−(k+1)∣∣∣
=
(
d+ s
d
)
− (d+ 1) ·
(
d+ s− (k + 1)
d
)
Lemma 3.12. Let d, s, k ∈ N be such that 2 · k + 1 ≥ s and l ∈ N0.∣∣∣∣∣
{
v ∈ △Zd,s : max
i∈[d+1]
vi ≤ k ∧ leveld(v) = l
}∣∣∣∣∣ =
(
d+ 1
l + 1
)
·
((
s− 1
l
)
− (l + 1) ·
(
s− 1− k
l
))
Proof. ∣∣∣∣∣
{
v ∈ △Zd,s : max
i∈[d+1]
vi ≤ k ∧ leveld(v) = l
}∣∣∣∣∣
=
∑
I⊆[d+1]
|I|=l+1
∣∣∣∣∣
{
v ∈ △Zd,s : max
i∈[d+1]
vi ≤ k ∧ supportd(v) = I
}∣∣∣∣∣
=
∑
I⊆[d+1]
|I|=l+1
∣∣∣∣∣
{
v ∈ △Zl,s : max
i∈[l+1]
vi ≤ k ∧ ∀i ∈ [l + 1] vi > 0
}∣∣∣∣∣
=
(
d+ 1
l + 1
)
·
∣∣∣∣∣
{
v ∈ △Zl,s : max
i∈[l+1]
vi ≤ k ∧ ∀i ∈ [l + 1] vi > 0
}∣∣∣∣∣
=
(
d+ 1
l + 1
)
·
∣∣∣∣∣
{
v ∈ △Zl,s−(l+1) : max
i∈[l+1]
vi ≤ k − 1
}∣∣∣∣∣
=
(
d+ 1
l + 1
)
·
((
s− 1
l
)
− (l + 1) ·
(
s− 1− k
l
))
Note for the last equality that 2 · (k − 1) + 1 ≥ s − 1 ≥ s − (l + 1) as l ≥ 0. This allows the
application of Lemma 3.11.
Note that in the case k = s Lemma 3.12 implies
∣∣∣{v ∈ △Zd,s : leveld(v) = l}∣∣∣ = (d+1l+1) · (s−1l ).
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We are now able to compute the cost of our solution implied by Lemma 3.9.
Lemma 3.13. Let d ∈ N and s, δ ∈ N be such that 2 · δ ≤ s. Let SId,s,δ = (SGd,s,δ, Rd,s, cL1)
be a simplified simplex instance. If d = 2 or d ≥ 3 ∧ s = 3 · δ − 2, then there exists a solution
u : E(SGd,s,δ)→ R≥0 of MBCR for SId,s,δ of cost
∑
e∈E(SGd,s,δ)
cL1(e) · u(e) =

3 · s+
3
2 ·
(s−δ)·(s−δ+1)
2·s−3·δ+1 if d = 2
s
3 ·
(
5 · d+ 1 + d−1
s
)
if d ≥ 3 ∧ s = 3 · δ − 2
Proof. We will define a solution (u, b, f) of MBFR for SId,s,δ with the respective solution cost.
Let u′ : [d]→ R≥0 be given by
u′(l) =
1(d+1
2
)
· (2 · s− 3 · δ + 1)
·


(d+ 1) · s− d · (3 · δ − 2)− 1 if l = 1
3 if l = 2
0 if l ≥ 3
and u : E(SGd,s,δ)→ R≥0 be given by u(e) = u
′(leveld(e)) as in Lemma 3.9.
Let b : V (SGd,s,δ)→ R be given as follows:
For ri ∈ Rd,s we have b(ri) = −1 and for v ∈ Vd,s,δ and l := leveld(v):
b(v) =
{
−(l − 1) · u′(l) if v ∈ △Zd,s+1
+(l − 1) · u′(l) + (d− l) · u′(l + 1) if v ∈ △Zd,s
Now we need to define for each k ∈ [d + 1] a bidirected balance-flow for u and brk where
rk ∈ Rd,s and brk(v) = b(v) + 2 · Jv = rkK. In particular that means brk(ri) = Ji = kK− Ji 6= kK.
Lemma 3.9 shows the existence of such bidirected balance-flows frk . This is the case because, as
remarked earlier, we only have to contract the auxiliary vertices Ri in SG
′
d,s,δ to the respective
required vertices ri to obtain the corresponding bidirected balance-flow on SGd,s,δ. We have
brk(ri) = bk(Ri) = frk(δ
+
SG′
d,s,δ
(Ri)) − frk(δ
−
SG′
d,s,δ
(Ri)) = (Ji = kK− Ji 6= kK) · u(δSGd,s,δ(Ri)) and
we further compute:
u(δSGd,s,δ(Ri)) =
∑
l∈[d]
∣∣∣{v ∈ △Zd,s+1 : vi = s− δ + 1 ∧ leveld(v) = l}∣∣∣ · u′(l)
=
∑
l∈[d]
∣∣∣{v ∈ △Zd−1,δ : leveld−1(v) = l − 1}∣∣∣ · u′(l)
=
∑
l∈[d]
(
d
l
)
·
(
δ − 1
l − 1
)
· u′(l)
= d · u′(1) +
(
d
2
)
· (δ − 1) · u′(2)
=
d · ((d+ 1) · s− d · (3 · δ − 2)− 1) +
(d
2
)
· (δ − 1) · 3(d+1
2
)
· (2 · s− 3 · δ + 1)
= 1
Hence (u, b, f) is a solution of MBCR for SId,s,δ.
With the formulas stated in Lemma 3.11 and Lemma 3.12 we can compute the solution cost.
Note that 2 · (s− δ) + 1 ≥ s+ 1 if 2 · δ ≤ s and therefore we can use Lemma 3.12 for k = s− δ.
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We first compute:
|{e ∈ Ed,s,δ : leveld(e) = l}| = (l + 1) ·
∣∣∣{v ∈ Vd,s,δ ∩△Zd,s+1 : leveld(v) = l}∣∣∣
= (l + 1) ·
∣∣∣∣∣
{
v ∈ △Zd,s+1 : max
i∈[d+1]
vi ≤ s− δ ∧ leveld(v) = l
}∣∣∣∣∣
= (l + 1) ·
(
d+ 1
l + 1
)
·
((
s
l
)
− (l + 1) ·
(
δ
l
))
= (d+ 1) ·
(
d
l
)
·
((
s
l
)
− (l + 1) ·
(
δ
l
))
|{e ∈ Fd,s,δ : leveld(e) = l}| =
∑
i∈[d+1]
∣∣∣{v ∈ △Zd,s : vi = s− δ ∧ leveld(v) = l}∣∣∣
= (d+ 1) ·
∣∣∣{v ∈ △Zd−1,δ : leveld−1(v) = l − 1}∣∣∣
= (d+ 1) ·
(
d
l
)
·
(
δ − 1
l − 1
)
By definition we have cL1(e) = 2 · δ for e ∈ Fd,s,δ and cL1(e) = 1 for e ∈ Ed,s,δ.
Therefore we compute:∑
e∈E(SGd,s,δ)
cL1(e) · u(e)
=
∑
l∈[d]
( |{e ∈ Ed,s,δ : leveld(e) = l}|+ 2 · δ · |{e ∈ Fd,s,δ : leveld(e) = l}| ) · u
′(l)
= (d+ 1) ·
∑
l∈[d]
(
d
l
)
·
((
s
l
)
− (l + 1) ·
(
δ
l
)
+ 2 · δ ·
(
δ − 1
l − 1
))
· u′(l)
= (d+ 1) ·
∑
l∈[d]
(
d
l
)
·
((
s
l
)
+ (l − 1) ·
(
δ
l
))
· u′(l)
= (d+ 1) ·
(
s · d · u′(1) +
(
d
2
)
·
((
s
2
)
+
(
δ
2
))
· u′(2)
)
= (d+ 1) ·
(
s−
(
d
2
)
·
((
s
2
)
+
(
δ
2
)
− s · (δ − 1)
)
· u′(2)
)
= s · (d+ 1) +
3
2
·
(s − δ) · (s − δ + 1)
2 · s− 3 · δ + 1
· (d− 1)
If s = 3 · δ − 2, we further compute:1
s · (d+ 1) +
3
2
·
(s − δ) · (s− δ + 1)
2 · s− 3 · δ + 1
· (d− 1)
= s · (d+ 1) +
1
6
·
(3 · s− 3 · δ) · (3 · s− 3 · δ + 3)
2 · s− 3 · δ + 1
· (d− 1)
= s · (d+ 1) +
1
6
·
(2 · s− 2) · (2 · s+ 1)
s− 1
· (d− 1)
= s · (d+ 1) +
1
3
· (2 · s+ 1) · (d− 1) =
s
3
·
(
5 · d+ 1 +
d− 1
s
)
1
One can check that the term above is minimized for 0 ≤ δ ≤
s
2
if s = 3 · δ − α for a constant α.
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Theorem 3.14. Let d, s ∈ N such that s ≥ 2 and s ≡ 1 mod 2. Then
optBCR(SId,s) ≤
s
3
·
(
5 · d+ 1 +
d− 1
s
)
and gapBCR,BCR+(SId,s) ≥
6 · d
5 · d+ 1 + d−1
s
Proof. This follows with Lemma 3.13 and the fact that optBCR(SId,s) ≤ optBCR(SId,s,δ). As
s ≥ 2 and s ≡ 1 mod 2, there exists δ ∈ N such that s = 3 · δ − 2 and 1 ≤ δ ≤ s2 . Hence, with
Lemma 3.13 we obtain the claimed upper bound on the optimum value, since optBCR(SId,s) ≤
optBCR(SId,s,δ). Moreover, we already know by Theorem 3.4 that optBCR+(SId,s) = 2 · s · d and
therefore the claimed lower bound on the gap is also true.
Theorem 3.14 immediately proves Theorem 1.3 since we have:
gapBCR≤d+1,BCR+≤d+1
≥ lim
δ→∞
gapBCR,BCR+(SId,3·δ−2) ≥ lim
δ→∞
6 · d
5 · d+ 1 + d−13·δ−2
=
6 · d
5 · d+ 1
3.4 Relation to the Călinescu-Karloff-Rabani LP-relaxation
of the Multiway Cut Problem for three required vertices
For SId,s,δ with d = 2 there exists an interesting connection between the bidirected cut relaxation
and the Călinescu-Karloff-Rabani LP-relaxation [CKR98] for theMultiway Cut Problem (MCP),
where we are also given a Steiner tree instance ((V,E), R, c), but the task is now to find an edge
set F ⊆ E such that the required vertices R are in pairwise different connected components in
(V,E \ F ) and c(F ) is minimum.
MCP is also known as Multi-Terminal Problem. Notice that STP can be formulated similarly:
Find an edge set F ⊆ E such that the required vertices R are all in the same connected
component in (V, F ) and c(F ) is minimum. In this section we will work with this definition. In
contrast to STP, MCP is NP-hard even for fixed |R| ≥ 3. Further information can be found for
example in [Vaz01, Ch. 4 and 19].
Let ((V,E), R, c) be a Steiner tree instance and write R = {r1, . . . , rd+1}, then the Călinescu-
Karloff-Rabani LP-relaxation for MCP ([CKR98]) can be formulated as follows:
CKR
max
∑
{v,w}∈E
c({v,w}) ·
‖x(v) − x(w)‖1
2
s.t. x : V →△Rd,1
x(ri)i = 1 i ∈ [d+ 1]
The relaxation embeds the vertices in the d-dimensional continuous unit simplex △Rd,1 with
the restriction that each required vertex is mapped to its respective corner of the simplex. If
we require integrality for x then it encodes a partition of the vertices, namely the connected
components associated to the respective required vertices if one is contained. Only edges between
these connected components in the original graph are counted in the objective, which exactly
encodes MCP.
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In [CCT06], CKR restricted to Steiner tree instances with 3 required vertices is studied. There
it is shown that the following Steiner tree instances (Gq, Rq, ·), defined for each q ∈ N, are worst
case instances for CKR regarding the integrality gap:
Gq =
(
△Z2,q,
{
{v,w} : v,w ∈ △Z2,q ∧ ‖v − w‖1 = 2
})
Rq =
{
v ∈ △Z2,q : max
i∈[3]
vi = q
}
Only the edge costs are unspecified. So for every Steiner tree instance (G,R, c) there exists a ter-
minal instance (Gq, Rq, c
′) such that gapCKR,MCP(G,R, c) ≤ gapCKR,MCP(Gq, Rq, c
′). Analyzing
these instances, the authors prove for this class:
gapCKR,MCP(Gq, Rq, ·) =


12·q+12
11·q+12 if q ≡ 0 mod 3
12·q
11·q+1 if q ≡ 1 mod 3
12·q2
11·q2+q−1 if q ≡ 2 mod 3
This implies gapCKR3,MCP3 =
12
11 restricted to Steiner tree instances with 3 required vertices.
Figure 6: SI2,s,δ (solid) and SI
dual
2,s,δ (dashed)
for s = 9 and δ = 3
If d = 2, then SId,s and in par-
ticular SId,s,δ are planar. More-
over, in the canonical embedding
the required vertices lie on the
outer face. For this characteris-
tic there is some kind of duality
known for STP and MCP, which is
for example noted in [BHKM12]:
Adding at each required vertex a
half-line divides the outer face into
new |R| faces. Using the notion of
planar dual graphs we obtain an-
other Steiner tree instance, where
the new required vertices are given
by the new |R| outer faces. The
edge costs are given by the canoni-
cal edge bijection. It is easy to ver-
ify that each solution for STP in-
duces a solution for MCP of same
cost and vice versa. Note that by
our current definition the solution
of STP is an edge-set.
For SI2,s,δ this dual Steiner tree in-
stance is given by SIdual2,s,δ := ((V2,s,δ ∪R2,s,δ, E2,s,δ ∪ F2,s,δ), R2,s,δ, cdual) defined as follows:
V2,s,δ :=
{
v ∈ △Z2,2·s−3·δ+1 : max
i∈[3]
vi ≤ s− δ
}
R2,s,δ :=
{
ri : ri = (2 · s− 3 · δ + 1) · ei ∈ △
Z
2,2·s−3·δ+1 ∧ i ∈ [3]
}
E2,s,δ := {{v,w} : v,w ∈ V2,s,δ ∧ ‖v − w‖1 = 2}
F2,s,δ := {{ri, v} : ri ∈ R2,s,δ, v ∈ V2,s,δ ∧ vi = s− δ}
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cdual is given by the canonical edge-bijection. An example is given in Figure 6. Note that
we merged parallel edges, as we could also replace the Steiner vertices with exactly two inci-
dent edges by an edge connecting the two neighbouring vertices in SI2,s,δ without changing the
problem for STP and the LP-relaxations in BCR.
Since all vertices are contained in △Z2,2·s−3·δ+1 and the required vertices R2,s,δ are the outermost
points, by scaling the coordinates of the vertices, we obtain a canonical solution x : V → △R2,1
for CKR.
Recalling our simplified solution u : [2]→ R≥0 for SI2,s,δ, where we set
u(1) =
s− 2 · δ + 1
2 · s− 3 · δ + 1
, u(2) =
1
2 · s− 3 · δ + 1
we see
‖x(v)− x(w)‖1
2
=
{
u(2) if {v,w} ∈ E2,s,δ
u(1) if {v,w} ∈ F2,s,δ
and therefore the objective value is the same.
Namely for s = 3 · δ − α with α ∈ {0, 1, 2} we obtain by Lemma 3.13:
c(u) = 3 · s+
3
2
·
(s − δ) · (s− δ + 1)
2 · s− 3 · δ + 1
= 3 · s+
1
6
·
(3 · s− 3 · δ) · (3 · s− 3 · δ + 3)
2 · s− 3 · δ + 1
= 3 · s+
1
6
·
(3 · s− (s+ α)) · (3 · s− (s+ α) + 3)
2 · s− (s+ α) + 1
= 3 · s+
1
6
·
(2 · s− α) · (2 · s− α+ 3)
s− α+ 1
= 3 · s+
1
3
·
2 · s2 + (3− 2 · α) · s+ α
2−3·α
2
s− α+ 1
= 3 · s+
1
3
·


2·s2+3·s
s+1 if α = 0
2·s2+s−1
s
if α = 1
2·s2−s−1
s−1 if α = 2
=


11·s2+12·s
3·(s+1) if α = 0
11·s2+s−1
3·s if α = 1
11·s+1
3 if α = 2
By Theorem 3.4 and the earlier remarks on the relation of STP and MCP we have
optMCP(SI
dual
2,s,δ) = optSTP(SI2,s,δ) = 4 · s. Thus:
gapCKR,MCP(SI
dual
2,s,δ) = gapBCR,STP(SI
dual
2,s,δ) =


12·s+12
11·s+12 if α = 0
12·s2
11·s2+s−1 if α = 1
12·s
11·s+1 if α = 2
Let q := 2 · s− 3 · δ + 1 = s− α+ 1. Then we obtain:
gapCKR,MCP(SI
dual
2,s,δ) =


12·(q−1)+12
11·(q−1)+12 if α = 0
12·q2
11·q2+q−1 if α = 1
12·(q+1)
11·(q+1)+1 if α = 2
=


12·q
11·q+1 if q ≡ 1 mod 3
12·q2
11·q2+q−1 if q ≡ 2 mod 3
12·q+12
11·q+12 if q ≡ 0 mod 3
This shows that our simplex based Steiner tree instances infer worst case instances for CKR
restricted to Steiner tree instances with 3 required vertices.
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4 Final remarks
We have seen that our simplex based Steiner tree instances yield large gaps regarding the opti-
mum value for BCR towards BCR+, i.e. BCR enhanced with Steiner vertex degree constraints.
Using these instances we are able to improve the best known lower bounds of the gaps of BCR
towards BCR+, HYP and STP.
gapBCR,BCR+(·)
d (s = d) SId,d SI
l≤2
d,d
1 1 1
2 1.06666 1.06666
3 1.09459 1.09090
4 1.12116 1.10344
5 1.13939 1.12612
6 1.15042 1.13513
7 1.16094 1.13953
8 1.16883 1.14927
9 1.17340 1.15384
Table 3
Recall that we were not able to prove the optimum solution
values of BCR on our instances as the underlying algebraic
terms in general optimum solutions are apparently highly
interdependent and complicated. Instead we determined so-
lutions of small value using only a restricted set of edges,
namely the ones on level 1 and 2. LP-solver solutions for
small s suggest that this restriction actually makes a differ-
ence for the achieved gap of BCR towards BCR+ as can be
seen in Table 3 (the values are all truncated after the fifth
decimal place). Here we denote by SIl≤2d,d the Steiner tree
instance SId,d restricted to edges only on level at most 2. As
already mentioned, we were only able to compute solution
values up to d = 9.
On a different note, the questions whether gapBCR,STP < 2
and gapBCR+,STP < 2 are still open. To the best of our
knowledge, it is even not known whether gapBCR,BCR+ < 2
and gapBCR,HYP < 2. For a positive answer one would also have to show this for our simplex
instances SId,s. Hence, a natural question is whether there exists an ε > 0 such that for all
d, s ∈ N we have:
gapBCR,BCR+(SId,s) = gapBCR,HYP(SId,s) = gapBCR,STP(SId,s) ≤ 2− ε
Indeed, as SId,s seem to be instances with large gaps of BCR towards BCR
+, HYP and STP
this might involve some key arguments for general instances.
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A Set cover based Steiner tree instances
with large integrality gaps
In this section we generalize the instances in [BGRS13] to arbitrary set cover instances and
adapt the proofs in [BGRS13] to BCR+, which is straightforward.
In the NP-hard set cover problem one is given a finite set S consisting of finite non-empty sets
S ∈ S and asked for a subset I ⊆ S of minimum cardinality such that
⋃
S∈I S =
⋃
S∈S S, i.e.
the chosen sets in I already cover all elements of the sets in S. We call S a set cover instance
and define the set US :=
⋃
S∈S S which contains all elements. US is often called universe.
For analyzing the set cover problem a useful notion is the frequency of an element, namely
the number of sets which contain this element. More formally, for each e ∈ US we define
fS(e) := |{S ∈ S : e ∈ S}|. For further information about the set cover problem one can consult
for example [Vaz01, Ch. 2].
In the following we will use the notation x|e to extend a vector x by adding e as the last entry,
i.e. x|e has one dimension more than x. Furthermore, we use the convention that A0 for set A
is the set consisting only of an empty vector.
Definition A.1. Let S be a set cover instance and p ∈ N. We define the set cover graph of
size p to be the undirected graph SCGS,p = (V,E), given as follows:
V0 := {r}
Vi := US
i−1 × S i ∈ [p]
Vp+1 := US
p−1 × US
E0 := { {r, (x, S)} : (x, S) ∈ US
0 × S }
Ei := { {(x, S), (x|e, S
′)} : (x, S) ∈ US
i−1 × S ∧ e ∈ S ∧ S′ ∈ S } i ∈ [p− 1]
Ep := { {(x, S), (x, e)} : (x, S) ∈ US
p−1 × S ∧ e ∈ S }
V :=
p+1⋃
i=0
Vi E :=
p⋃
i=0
Ei
We define the set cover based Steiner tree instance of size p to be the following Steiner
tree instance:
SCIS,p = (SCGS,p, V0 ∪ Vp+1, c ≡ 1)
An example is given in Figure 7. With each vertex v ∈ V of a set cover graph we can naturally
associate a level. The vertex r is on level 0 and the other required vertices on level p + 1. By
definition the set cover graph only contains edges between consecutive levels. When considering
the bidirected graph that arises from the set cover graph we call edges directed from level i to
i+ 1 downward edges and all other edges upward edges.
Lemma A.2. Let SCIS,p be a set cover based Steiner tree instance and I ⊆ S be an optimum
solution for the set cover instance S. Then:
optSTP(SCIS,p) =
(
1 +
1
|US | − 1
· |I|
)
· (|US |
p − 1) + 1
Proof. Let T be a minimum Steiner tree for SCIS,p.
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Figure 7: SCIS,p for the set cover instance S = {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}} and p = 3
We can assume w.l.o.g. that the arborescence T r→ rooted in r contains only downward edges:
It is clear that no vertex on level 0, 1 or p+1 needs to be the head of an upward edge contained
in T r→. Assume (x|e, S) is the head of an upward edge on level 1 < i < p + 1. Since T r→ is
connected there has to be a downward edge ((x, S′), (x|e, S′′)) with e ∈ S′. Remove the upward
edge and add the downward edge ((x, S′), (x|e, S)). This preserves the connectivity and solution
cost as c ≡ 1.
Hence we have |Vp+1| = |US |
p edges in T between level p+ 1 and p.
Let 1 ≤ i ≤ p and consider the vertices (x, S) ∈ Vi for a fixed x ∈ US
i−1. Then there have to be
at least |I| incoming downward edges in T r→ to be able to connect all required vertices at level
p+1, otherwise I would be not an optimum solution for the set cover instance S. On the other
hand this is sufficient for connectivity by the definition of a set cover solution.
Now we only have to count the edges in T r→ as c ≡ 1:
|E(T r→)| = |US |
p +
p∑
i=1
|US |
i−1 · |I|
= |US |
p + |I| ·
|US |
p − 1
|US | − 1
=
(
1 +
1
|US | − 1
· |I|
)
· (|US |
p − 1) + 1
Lemma A.3. Let SCIS,p be a set cover based Steiner tree instance. If all elements in US have
the same frequency fS, then:
optBCR+(SCIS,p) ≤
(
1 +
1
|US | − 1
·
|S|
fS
)
· (|US |
p − 1) + 1
Proof. Write SCIS,p = ((V,E), R, c). We will define u : E → R≥0, fr : E↔ → R≥0 and
g : R \ {r} × E↔ → R≥0 such that (u, fr, g) is a solution of MCFR
+ with the claimed upper
bound as cost proving the inequality. We define u, fr and g as follows:
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The root is r as already indicated. All upward edges have value 0 with respect to u, fr and g.
Downward edges between level 0 and level 1 and between p and p+1 each have value f−1S under
u and fr. The other downward edges each have value f
−2
S under u and fr.
For (x, e) ∈ US
p−1 × US we define g(x,e) as follows:
g(x,e)(r, (x, S)) = Je ∈ SK · f
−1
S {r, (x, S)} ∈ E0
g(x,e)((x, S), (x|e, S
′)) = Je ∈ S ∧ e ∈ S′K · f−2S {(x, S), (x|e, S
′)} ∈ Ei
g(x,e)((x, S), (x, e)) = Je ∈ SK · f
−1
S {(x, S), (x, e)} ∈ Ep
It is easy to see that g(x,e) is a balance-flow for b(x,e)(v) := Jv = rK − Jv = (x, e)K respecting
the edge-usage bounds fr as each element has frequency fS . Therefore, (u, fr, g) is a solution of
MCFR.
For proving that (u, fr, g) is a solution of MCFR
+ we need to show the flow-balance constraints at
each Steiner vertex: For each (x, S) ∈ Vi = US
i−1×S with i ∈ [p] we have fr(δ
−
SCGS,p
((x, S))) =
f−1S and for the outgoing edges we compute:
fr(δ
+
SCGS,p
((x, S))) =
{
|S| · |S| · f−2S if i 6= p
|S| · f−1S if i = p
As |S| ≥ fS and |S| ≥ 1 we obtain fr(δ
+
SCGS,p
((x, S))) ≥ fr(δ
−
SCGS,p
((x, S))).
Hence, (u, fr, g) is a solution of MCFR
+. For the solution cost we compute:
∑
e∈E
c(e) · u(e) =
p∑
i=1
∑
e∈Ei
u(e) = f−1S · (|E0|+ |Ep|) + f
−2
S ·
p−1∑
i=1
|Ei|
= f−1S · (|V1|+ |Vp+1| · fS) + f
−2
S ·
p−1∑
i=1
|Vi+1| · fS
= f−1S · |S|+ |US |
p + f−1S · |S| ·
p−1∑
i=1
|US |
i
= f−1S · |S|+ |US |
p + f−1S · |S| ·
(
|US |
p − 1
|US | − 1
− 1
)
= |US |
p + f−1S · |S| ·
|US |
p − 1
|US | − 1
Lemma A.4. Let SCIS,p be a set cover based Steiner tree instance. Then:
optBCR+(SCIS,p) ≤
(
1 +
1
|US | − 1
·
|S|
mine∈U fS(e)
)
· (|US |
p − 1) + 1
Let I ⊆ S an optimum solution for the set cover instance S. Then:
gapBCR+,STP(SCIS,p) ≥
(
1 + 1|US |−1 · |I|
)
· (|US |
p − 1) + 1(
1 + 1|US |−1 ·
|S|
mine∈U fS(e)
)
· (|US |p − 1) + 1
Proof. For a given set cover instance S we obtain a new set cover instance S ′ where all elements
have the same frequency by choosing for each element mine∈US fS(e) sets in S which contain
that element, removing the element from all other sets which contain it and discarding resulting
empty sets. The set cover graph obtained from this new set cover instance is then subgraph of
the original one. The two bounds then follow with Lemma A.2, Lemma A.3 and the fact that
|S ′| ≤ |S| and US′ = US .
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Theorem A.5. Let S be a set cover instance and I ⊆ S be an optimum solution for the set
cover instance S. Then
gapBCR+,STP ≥
|US | − 1 + |I|
|US | − 1 +
|S|
mine∈U fS(e)
Proof. This follows by Lemma A.4 with gapBCR+,STP ≥ limp→∞ gapBCR+,STP(SCIS,p).
In [BGRS13] the current best lower bound for gapBCR,STP is proved via Theorem A.5. The set
cover instance used is Sn = {Sx : x ∈ {0, 1}
n ∧ x 6= 0} for n = 3 where Sx = {y ∈ {0, 1}
n :
xt · y ≡ 1 mod 2}. This instance for n → ∞ yields a lower bound on the integrality gap of a
classical set cover LP [Vaz01, Ch. 13]. We obtain:
Corollary A.6. gapBCR+,STP ≥
36
31 ≈ 1.161
Proof. We have |S3| = |US3| = 7 and it can be easily shown that for each e ∈ US3 fS3(e) = 4
and an optimum solution for the set cover instance has cardinality 3. Hence by Theorem A.5:
gapBCR+,STP ≥
|US3| − 1 + |I|
|US3 | − 1 +
|S3|
mine∈US3
fS3(e)
=
7− 1 + 3
7− 1 + 74
=
36
31
≈ 1.161
The case p = 1 is Skutella’s instance and for that we obtain with Lemma A.4:
gapBCR+,STP(SCIS3,1) ≥
|US3|+ |I|
|US3|+
|S3|
mine∈U fS3(e)
=
7 + 3
7 + 74
=
8
7
≈ 1.142
In [FKOS16] it is shown that gapBCR,HYP ≥
8
7 . This is proved via the set cover based Steiner tree
instance SCIS2,p with the set cover instance Sn from above with n = 2 with an additional vertex
r′ that is connected to SCGS2,p by the new edge {r, r
′} and replacing the r by r′ in the set of
required vertices. Equivalently one can use the set cover instance S = {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}} (see
Figure 7). It is easy to see that one can obtain the same ratio by considering the LP-relaxations
in BCR+ and therefore:
Corollary A.7. gapBCR+,HYP ≥
8
7 ≈ 1.142
Remark. In [Pri09, Sec. 4.9] the set cover based Steiner tree instance SCIS,1 for the set cover
instance S = {[n]\{i} : i ∈ [n]} is considered and it is shown that the solution from the proof of
Lemma A.3 is an extreme point of BCR. Therefore the number of edges with positive solution
value is in Ω(n2) = Ω(|V |2), although the integral optimum solution only needs |n+2| ∈ O(|V |)
edges.
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